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Abstract 
Alternating triphenylamine-ftuorene, TPAF" (n=2,3), and fluor n -oxadiazolecopoly-
mers OxF, (n= 2,3) are important component of novel high-cffi icncy multilay r 
polymeri blu light-emitting diod [1]. In this work we inv stigat their electroni 
structure 1 rop rtics using a computational approach. For comparis n and calibra-
tion 1 urpo.' s we al::;o perform the aJculations for poly(acetylen ) (PA). The baud 
gaps (E9a/s) an l band widths (Ewidth 's) are studied with the Hartree-Fock (HF) 
and density functional theory (DFT) approach . The polym rs a re treated as on -
dimensional (lD) infinite conjugat d chains with periodic boundary ondition. We 
consider a numb r f DFT exchang correlation functionals: B3LYP 03LYP, OB95 
PBEPBE, PBElPBE and TPSSTPS and employ the 6-31G* basis set ~mel 32 k 
points in most of our calculations. We ompare our result with exp rimental values 
whenever possibl . The results show that HF method overesti111atcs the band gap 
of trans-PA by 2.0 eV while the DFT theory underestimat s it by 0.20 eV or mor . 
In a ll DFT alculations with various fun tionals, B3LYP, 03LYP B95 PBEPBE, 
PBElPBE ~mel TP STPSS, all band gaps a re direct and the b 't agre ment with ex-
periment is obtained with the B3LYP and 03LYP functional · for the ftuorene-ba e l 
polymers. The variation of bond length alternations (BLA's) an I eli! ole moments as 
rei a ted to band gaps are discussed. 
VUI 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Electroluminescent Poly m ers 
Electroluminescence (EL) is a phenomenon often observed in amorphou , disordered 
organic semiconducting materials. It was first observed in inorganic compound (ZnS 
phosphors) in 1936 [2]. We confine the description of light-emit ting polymers to the 
unique aromatic organic molecules that exhibit semiconducting behavior and give off 
light when electrically stimulated [3]. The majori ty of conjugated semiconductors ex-
hibit good hole-transporting properties [4, 5] . Conjugated polymers have a framework 
of alternating single and double carbo-carbon (sometimes carbon-nitrogen) bonds that 
arc formed by a overlapping 1f molecular orbitals that are delocalized along a polymer 
chain backbone. Organic conjugated polymers are also known for the photolumines-
cent (PL) properties which are displayed when they are stimulated by long-wave 
ul t ra.violet (UV) irradiation. Light is produced in the polymer by the fast decay of 
excited molecular stat s. 
EL effi ciency can be measured by the number of photons emitted per electron injected . 
1 
----~---- ---- ~-
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Light emitting layers are usually deposited by spin coating (a procedure that involves 
the application of a uniform thin film to a flat substrate). Usually, the organic light-
emitting devic (OLED) is operRted on with the use of a continuous DC or AC 
power. The efficiency of the basic OLED (one consisting of one light-emitting layer 
in combination with a anode and a athode) is usually improved by the mult ilay r l 
device design [ 6]. 
The performance of polymeric light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) ha 1 een considerably 
improved over the past twenty years. For example, a Japanese group recently d -
signed a three-layer PLED [7]. In genera l, PLEDs offer a low- ost, thin-film ap-
proach with reduced manufacturing proce-·s complexity. P olyacetylene (PA) i th 
simplest of the organic conjugated polymers and it is known to produce low PL 
upon 1r - 7r* transitions. However, one of the most studied polymers for PLEDs 
is poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV). In 1990, the Cambridge group led by Friend an-
nounced that they have achieved green-yellow EL using PPV in a single-layer device 
structure [ ]. In 1991, Heeger and co-workers at the University of Californ ia report d 
the EL application of a soluble derivative of PPV [9, 10]. More r cently, K. Yoshino 
and co-workers prepared the wide-band-gap polymer polyfiuorene (PF) using the fer-
ric chloride oxidative route [11] which is known to emit blue light. Many other reports 
of Rdvances in the field of PLEDs have been made [12, 13, 14, 15, 16 17, 1 , 19] . Over 
the years a number of derivatives of PPV and other polymer (such as PFs) have been 
proposed for u ·e in PLEDs. 
In a light- mitting devic , optima.! efficiency is achieved where the re pective electrod 
work functions lo ely match the valence (ground) and conduction (excited state) en-
ergy levels in the polymer. Charge imbalan e in the emissive layer · i · one of the main 
reasons for low luminous efficiency and high operating voltag . Tang and co-workers 
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employed a t ransparent holc-inje ting electrode of mixed-metal oxide indium tin oxide 
(ITO) on glass to improve the extraction of light [20]. ITO has a high work-fun tion , 
which matches the HOMO energy level of PPV and makes it convenient for hole in-
j ction. The new technique of constructing multilayer d a sembly by onsccutiv ly 
alternating absorption of polyelectrolyte has been developed recently [21, 22]. 
Over the pa.'3t decade, fluorene-ba::;ed conjugated polymers have emerged as a promis-
ing class of blue light-emitting materials because of their high PL and EL quantum 
cfficicnci s. Moreov r , their thermal stabili ty, good solubili ty and ease of process-
ability arc of great importance during their synthesis. PFs and other fluorene-based 
polymers are excellent film form r · and are soluble in conventional organic solvents. 
Their lowest unoccupied crystal orbita l (L CO) and high - t occupied rystal orbital 
(HOCO) energy lev ls can be obtained by Cyclic Voltammetry in conjunction with 
UV /vi::; ::;pectrometry [23] . 
As shown in Figure 1.1 , a basic light-emitting device mainly includes le tron tran -
port layers such a OxF2 , OxF3 and hole transport layers such as TPAF2 and TPAF3 . 
These thin-fi lm structures of layers are typically no more than 0.1 f.Ll1l thick. In addi-
tion, optically transparent anode and metallic cathode and DC or AC power sources 
are used. The conducting polymer layers are deposited on ITO by pin-coating in 
solution. EL occurs when a sing! t exciton, formed by the Coulombic combination of 
electron and hole pairs with opposite spin states, decays to the ground state of th 
molecule. 
Given t he brief history of PLEDs above, computer simulations may play an impor-
tant role in t he understanding of materials behavior at a microscopic level, provided 
a certain level of reliability of the modeling and theoreti aJ approa h is guaranteed 
[25 , 26 , 27, 28]. However , t he theoretical models that des ribe the mplete and 
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Figure 1.1: Typical design of an OLED showing opt ional electron and hole t ra nsport 
layers [24]. 
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detailed physics of operation do not yet exist. Unlike rystalline inorganic semicon-
ductor material , organic semiconductors arc not well suited to the electroni energy 
band structure calculat ions. It is the main aim of this thesis to test the current com-
putational approa hes on the organic polymers. That is, w compare computational 
results as obtained from the electronic structure calculations with the corresponding 
experimental values and determine which computational approach is best ·uitecl for 
the el ctronic stru ture studies of these materials. 
1. 2 Current Research 
In this thesis, we consider a typical PLED clcvic as designed in 2005 by Lu et al. [1]. 
The energy diagram of this PLED d vice is shown in Figure 1. 2. On the left, TPAF, 
and PEDOT are called hole-transport ma.teria!B while the other thr e layers refer 
to electron-transport and light emitting materials. The upper energy levels (around 
2 eV) are electron affinities (EA) and the lower ones (around 5 eV) are ionization 
potenti als (IP). Electrons are injected from the low work function Mg/ g catho le, 
go through all layers and then flow out from the high work function ITO anode. 
The light-emitting efficiency is closely tied to the energy gap of 1r - 7r* (LUCO-
HOCO) transitions. The color of the emitted light is controlled by Egap which is 
the energy difference between IP and EA. Experim ntally, the E gap is r lated to the 
wavelength of the fir 't absorption band in the 1 ctron spectrum of the substan . 
Charge recombination within the chromophilic polymer resul ts in excited states whi h 
decay and emit photons. U nlcss the energy ba rriers betw en the anode (cathode) IP 
(EA) and the HOCO (LUCO) energy level of the polymers are clos ly matched, one 
type of charge carrier (either holes or electrons) will be preferentially transported 
ctnd Lhe rcco1ubina.Lion of a hole with an el ctron will decrease, resulting in the lower 
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Figure 1.2: The energy diagram of the PLED compounds [1]. 
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efficiency of the device. 
The thcorctica.l/computational approach applied to conjugat d polymers involves 
many metho Is, from the simple free-electron molecular orbi tal approach to ab ini-
tio methods. For ext nded systems u h as polymers, one-dimensional, infinite 7r-
conjugatcd chains with periodic boundary condition (PBC) a rc used in solid state 
calculations. More recently, some re ·car h has been presented on the cfi'cct of eli or-
der, the inter-chain and three-dim nsional effect, lattice quantum fluctuations, doping 
effects and the cmiconductor-metal tran it ions [29, 30, 31, 32]. 
The properties of PAs and PFs have been well studied [33, 34, 35]. The latest ex-
perimental invc::;tigations repor t onsiderable improvement of EL and PL efficiency in 
PFs [36] . The omputational approa h is a promising aid in the ·ynthe ·i of materials 
with low band gap or desired IP and EA. For fluorene-based polymers investigated in 
this thesis, the novel aspect is the inclusion of oxadiazole group in the fluorene chain 
(which increases its PL efficiency ignificantly) and the hydroxyl end groups (which 
improves th cro s linkage between the chains) in the fluorene side chains. 
We have employed density functional theory (DFT) for all th al ulations. We 
calcula te I the electronic l and structures of lD infinite conjugated organic chains. 
The calculated results show a reasonably good agreement with experimental values. 
The out line of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the gen ral history and 
basic concepts of molecule orbital theory, HF and DFT methods. Major th or ms 
and equations have been listed , uch as Born-Oppenheimer approximation , basi set , 
variational principle, and DFT exchange-correlation functional tc. 
Chapter 3 lists the computational details of Gaussian 03 calculations. The major 
pa ram eters discussed include theory level , DFT functional, optimization process, k-
point and basis set . 
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Chapter 4 dis usses the band structure of lD PA isom rs: trans-PA, cis-PA and 
meta-PA. These calculations arc used a · a simple test of DFT cal ulations before w 
apply th m to fluorene-based polymer . In the ca ·e of trans-PA, we also obtain t h 
E9,.P of infinite chain from fini te oligomers. All alculations show that DFT gives more 
accurate resul t than HF. In part i ular among t DFT functionals, PBElPBE gives 
the best agreement between the calculated and the experimental E9 ap in t rans-PA. 
Chapter 5 and haptcr 6 pres nt Lhc en rgy and geometry resul ts of OxF n and 
TPAF11 • Th alculated fluorene-based polymers' band structur can be dire tly 
compared to xperimental result in four ca ·es. For these systems, 0 3LYP and B3LYP 
give the be ·t agreement with the exp rimental data (03LYP un lcr stimates the E9a71 
and B3LYP ov r stimates it). The E witlth of fluorene-bas I polymers are much less 
than thos of PA a nd are very nan ow. 
Cha pt r 7 summarizes the conclusion , of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Theoretical Approach 
In this chapter , we briefly summarize the theoretical approaches used in this thesis. 
We review the molecular orbital theory with emphasis on HF approximation and DFT 
theory which arc employed for atomic and mole ular systems. The ultimate goal is 
to investigate the electronic band structure of conjugated lD polymer chains in the 
gas phase. Hence, we also briefly discuss the application of HF and DFT methods to 
extende I, infinite lD systems. 
2.1 M olecule Orbital Theory 
i'violecular orbital theory is concern d with obtaining properties of atomic and molec-
ular systems [37]. The fundamental problem involves finding an accurat solution of 
non-relat ivistic Schrodinger equation [3 , 39] . The Schroclinger equation is given as 
follows 
ilw ( r, R) = Ew ( i , R) 
9 
(2. 1) 
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where H is the Hamil tonian, \II is the wave function , R and 1' stand for all nuclear 
and electron coordina tes and E is the total en rgy of the system. 
The non-relativistic Hamiltonian for a ystem containing electrons and M nuclei 
can be written as 
H (2.2) 
H 
(2 .3) 
where T is the kinetic energy operator that consists of the electron and nu I i kinetic 
energy terms, and V is the potential energy operator that contains the nuclei-electron 
attraction , t he electron-electron repulsion and the nuclei-nuclei repulsion t -rm . In 
the Eq. 2.3, ZA and rnA are, respectively, the charge and mass of the A th nucleus and 
nte is the electron mass. Th R AB and T i A are the relative nuclear distance betw en 
the A11, and Bu, nucleus and the distance between the ith ele tron and A th nucleus, 
respectively. The T;j is the relative distance between the ith and Jth electrons. h i 
Plane/,; 's constant an l Eo is the permittivity of free space constant . 
2.1.1 Hartree-Fock Method 
HF is an ab initio metho I, th beginning of which wa.·· first introduced to atoms by 
Hartree in 1928 [40]. In this approximation, the total energy for a molecular system 
is given by 
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E lol.al E E = f! F+ NN (2.4) 
where E 11 F i · th electronic HF energy and EN N is the internuclear Coulumbic r -
pulsion energy. The HF approa h serves as an essential zeroth-order approximation 
to the ground state of interacting electrons. The total ele tronic nergy will be ob-
tained by applying the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation . BO is the first of 
several approximation· u eel to implify the solution of the Schrodinger equation (Eq. 
2.1). The full many-body electronic wave fun tions can be exprcs e I as a product of 
single-patti 1 wave functions (whi h be orne a Slater detenninant when the Fermi 
statistics of the electrons is taken into account). This leads to a · paratiou of clec-
tronic variables and to t he complete diagonalization of H in terms of ingle particle 
molecular orbitals for the system. Since t h mass of a nucleus is 1 36 times than 
that of an ele t ron, it is assumed that nuclei move much slow r than electrons. In the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the nuclear and electronic motions are separated. 
Correspondingly, the total wave function can be written as a product of electroni 
and nuclear wave fun tions 
\li = \li clcct1·ons X \li nuclei· (2 .5) 
In t his BO approximation, the electronic Hamiltonian then becomes 
N r-2n2 N Ill Z 2 N 2 ~ L 11 vi LL Ae LL H = - -- - + ---. 
2m 47rEor A 41fEor· · 
i= l e i= l A=l 1 i=l j>·i '1 
(2.6) 
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Since electrons are fermions , they obey the Pauli exclusion principle. This requires 
that the total electronic wave function \If elect7·ons be antisymmetric with respect to 
the interchange of the coordinates of the electrons and can be written as a Slater 
determinant for a 2n-electron system [41] 
\!fi(1)a(1) \If 1(1),6(1) Wn(1),6(1) 
1 \!f1 (2)a(2) \jfl (2),6(2) W11 (2),6(2) (2.7) \!f(T, s) = (-) 
·/2ri! 
\If 1 (2n)a(2n) \If 1 (2n ),6(2n) \If n (2n ),6(2n). 
The factor (1/J2ri!) en ures the wave function to be normalized . Here the \!f ('i) is a 
function of the coordinates of ith electron with the spin a (i) or ,6 (1). The function 
\!f(i) is called molecular orbital (MO), and \!f (i, 0 (~=a OT ,6) is referred to as spin-
orbital for t he iu, electron. In this thesis, we are considering the close-shell systems 
for which all spin orbital arc doubly occupied [42]. 
2.1.2 The Rayleigh-Ritz Variational Theorem 
Given the electronic Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.6) and the electronic wave function (Eq. 
2. 7), the total electronic energy is given by the following general equation [43] 
(2.8) 
where ciT stands for spatial and spin coordinate, dxdydzd~, for all electrons. 
T he variational theorem states that the energy calculated with any arbitrary wave 
functions must be greater than or equal to the exact HF ground-state (gs) energy 
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calculat d with the true ground-state I-IF wave function [42] 
(2.9) 
Applying the varia tional principle to Eq. 2.8 , we obtain the n integro-differential I-IF 
equations 
F ( r) \IJ ·i ( r) = c( r) \IJ i( r) (2.10) 
where F(r) is defined as 
n 
F(rl ) = ifcore (r i) + 2_)2Ji(rl ) - k i(rl ) ). (2. 11) 
i=l 
T he J(r) is the coulomb operator and K(r) is t he exchange operator (which w shall 
discuss next) . 
2.1.3 The HF Electronic Energy and Equations 
Substi t uting the Slater determinant for \IJ and the explicit form of the Hamiltonian 
operator H into Eq. 2.6 gave the following equa tion for the nergy 
n n n 
E = 2 L Hii + L L (2Jij- J(ij) · (2. 12) 
i=l i= l j=l 
!·hi presents the electronic energy of a single electron in the surrounding force field of 
a nuclear core and is given by 
(2. 13) 
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where clv = clxclyclz. The next two terms in Eq. 2.9 account for the electron-electron 
interactious [44, 45] . J ij i call cl the coulomb integral and it represents th electronic 
repulsion bet;veen the electrons in state wi and w1, and it is given by 
J i1 = j w; (1) IJ1 i(1) ( 1: . )wj(2) w 1 (2)clv, clv2 . t) (2.14) 
J(iJ is referred to as an exchange integra l and it accounts for the exchange corr lation 
between electrons o f the same spin. It is given by the following equation [42] 
(2. 15) 
2.1.4 Basis Set 
In 1951 , Roothaan and Hall independently pointed out that fO's, w(i), can be 
expanded as a linear combination of basis functions, (often refer to as a linear com-
bination of atomic orbital (LCAO)) [46], that is, 
m 
wi = L Csi¢s; 'i = 1,2,3 .. . ,m (m = MO) (2.16) 
s=l 
where C,.i are th molecula r orbital exJ ansion coefficients and ¢si d note the basis 
func tions. The widely used basis functions a re Slater-type or Gaussian-type functions . 
In our calculation , we are using the Ga us ian-typ e basis function [47] . 
2.1.5 The Roothaan-Hall Equations 
Substituting the basis functions ' expan ion for the IO ' in to th HF quations (Eq. 
2. 10) , we obtain a total of m x m equations, 
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(2. 17) 
s=l s= l 
where t he Fock matrix elements F,.s are 
(2.18) 
and the overlap matrix elements 5,.5 are 
(2. 19) 
In the Roothaan-Hall approach , the matrix form of algebraic HF equations is 
FC = SCE. (2.20) 
The total HF energy is given by 
1n rn 
E11 F 2 L FrsCsi + L SrsCsiEij 
s=l s=l 
1, 2, 3, .. . , m (for each 'i = 1, 2, 3 , ... , m) (2.21) 
where E-ij are the elements of the Lagrange multiplier matrix (introduced during the 
constrained minimization of the total energy) that are related to the molecular orbital 
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energies. The Roothaan-Hall-Har tree-Fock equations are solv d iteratively in a self 
consistent way. The process star ts from initial guess for the molecular orbital MO's 
\1! and then the matrix elements Fr·s and Srs are calculated. The eigenvalues E·ij and 
eigenfunctions Cij of equation Eq. 2. 17 are obtained. This process is repeated until 
the init ial and final MO's are the same within the convergence criteria [4 ]. 
2.2 DFT Method 
The main weakness of HF approximation is that it only account for par t of electron-
electron interactions. The HF approximation is a type of a mesn field theory that 
treats the exchange interaction between the electrons exactly, but it neglects the 
interactions between the electrons with the same spin . The DFT is one of the po t-
HF approaches tha t includes the electron correlations beyond the HF approximation . 
The main variable in DFT is the electron density p = \1! * \1! rather than the electronic 
wave function\[! [49, 50, 51]. 
2.2.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theoren1s 
The basis of t he DFT theory was formulated by Hohenb rg a nd Kohn in 1964 [52]. 
They stated two theorems. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is an xistence theo-
rem that says t hat any ground state energy of a molecular system is a functional of 
the ground state electron d nsity, p0 , moving in the presence of a external potential 
v( r), 
Eo= E[po] . (2.22) 
The exact ground state energy functional form is not known. The second Hohenberg-
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Kohn theorem u. es the varia tional principle that says that any trial electron density 
give::; energy higher than the true ground state energy calculated with the ground-state 
electron density function , that is , 
(2.23) 
where the Ev is the electronic energy of the system. 
2.2.2 Kahn-Sham Equations 
The ground state electronic energy in DFT theory can be written as follows 
Eo= j Po(r)v(r )dr+ < T[po] > + < Vee[Po] > (2.24) 
where the < T[p0] > is the kinetic energy of electrons , J p0 (r)v(r )dr is the potential 
energy due to electron-nucleus interactions, and Vee [Po] is the potential energy due to 
the electron-electron interactions. The exchange-correlation energy functional E,_.c i · 
defined as the sum of the kinetic energy deviation from the refer nee system and the 
electron-electron repulsion energy deviation from the classical system 
Exc[Po] = 6. < T[po] > + 6. < Vee [po] > · (2.25) 
The use of the varia tional principle leads to the formulation of Kohn-Sha.m equations 
[53] 
(2 .26) 
whi h are similar to HF equations, except that the effective potentialveJJ(r) is given 
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by 
( ) ( ) ( ) J p( r' ) 1 8 Exc LleJJ r = Vc + 1/xc r = v r + [r _ r' [ dr + 8p(r ), 
an expression that in ludes an additional exchange-correlation potential v,.c which is 
t he functional derivative of exchange-correlation energy funct ional En. The Vc is the 
clast>ic term including the first two terms in th above equation. 
2.2.3 The Exchange-Correlation Energy Functionals 
The form of the exchange-correlation energy functional is unknown, and various ap-
proximations are used for E,_.c, for example, local spin density approximation LSDA 
functional [54], generalized gradient approximation (GGA) or hybrid functionals [55]. 
In general, the exchange-correlation energy term can be separated into two terms, 
exchange and correlation energies: Exc = Ex + Ec. 
T he simplest approximation of E:rc is the local density approximation (LDA) [56] or 
local spin density approximation LSDA functional [54] 
(2.27) 
where Exc is the exchange-correlat ion energy for a homogeneous electron gas with 
density p [57]. It applies to a uniform electron gas with the nuclei fixed . An improve-
ment to LSDA functional involves GGA and hybrid functionals [55]. In most recent 
applications, the hybrid functionals have given the most accurate results [58]. In this 
work , we focus on t he hybrid functionals. 
In the hybrid methods , the exchange functional is a linear combination of the HF 
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exchange and a functional integral of the density and the density gradient [59] 
(2.2 ) 
where the Cfl p and CDFT are adjustable coefficients. One of the most often used hybrid 
functionals is one due to Becke called B3LYP. It includes HF and DFT xchange along 
with DFT correlation nergies and has the form 
E,.c[B3LY P ] = (1- ao- ax)Ex[LSDA] + aoEx[H F] 
+axEx[B88] + (1 - ac)Ec[VW N] + acEc[LY P]. (2.29) 
The E,.[LSDA] is the LSDA non-gradient-corrected exchang functional, Ex[H F] is 
the KS-orbital-basecl HF exchange energy function , Ex[B88] is the Becke8 exchange 
functional, Ec[VW N] is the VWM term (VWN is the Vosko, Wilk and usair func-
tional introduced in 1980 [57]) and Ec[LY P] is the LYP correlation functional (clue to 
Lee, Yang and Parr whi h includes both local and non-local terms [60]). The ao , Rax, 
ac are parameters that give the best fit of the calculated energies to experimental 
molecular energies [61]. 
In 2001 , Handy and Cohen introduced a new exchange functional called optimized 
exchang functional ( OPTX) that meant to correct the failures of the cmrent ex-
change functionals in describing the 1r-conjugated systems. The OLYP functional as 
defined by Handy and Cohen [62] essentially replaces B88 by OPTX in Eq. 2.29. The 
optimized exchange 03LYP is claimed to be superior by Garcia [63, 64]. It is similar 
to B3LYP but with slightly different mixing coefficients (in particular, the coefficient 
for HF exchange is reduced from 0.20 to 0.1161) Both B3LYP and 03LYP can be 
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written as 
B3LYP 
03LYP 
0. 2 * X H F + 0. * X S + 0. 72 * X B88 + 0.19 * V W N + 0.81 * LY P 
0.1661 * XHF + 0.9262 * XS + 0.8133 * OPTX 
+ 0.19 * VW N5 + 0.81 * LY P (2.30) 
where the XHF is the HF exchange, XS is t he Dirac-Slater exchang , other terms 
arc define I as before in Eq. 2.29 [64]. Compared with B3LYP, 03LYP has a re-
duced HF-exchange contribution, a larger coefficient multi1 lying OPTX compared to 
B88, and a different local correlation functional , V\VN5 compared to V\t\TN. Other 
functionals that we have employe I in our calculations are: the B95 orrela tion fun -
tiona! tha t stands for Becke's T-dependent gradient-corrected correla tion functional 
[65]; PBEPBE which is the exchange functional proposed by Per lew, Burke and 
Ernzerhof in 1996 [66] · and the TPSSTPSS (meta-GGA) [67] and PBE1PBE [6 ]. 
2.3 Solid State Electronic Band Structure Calcu-
lation 
In solid state physic , energy band · are formed by splitting the atomic energy levels 
when the atoms approach one another in a crystal or a polymer [69] (s e Figure 2.1). 
Th band gap (Egap) is defined as the energy required for one electron to jump from 
the top of valence band to the bottom of conduction band. In this way, w can divide 
materials into insulators, semicon luctors and conductors. Most semiconductors have 
band gaps lc ·s than 2.0 eV. For conducting polymers, th latest research reports the 
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Figure 2.1: The band structure in solid state [71]. 
smallest 1 an I gap to be 0.5 eV [72]. 
Both HF and DFT method can be applied to the solid state cal ulations. For a 
periodic arrangem nt of nuclei, th single electron wave fun tions Wn(r ) (where n 
corresponds to a given atomic level with eigenvalue En ) can b expr ssecl with th 
help of the Blo h 's Theorem [73]. That is, in the periodic potential , a h atomic wav 
fun tion Wn(r ) would yi lei N I vels wave fun tions Wn(r + R) where R is the Bravais 
latti e vectors su h that they satisf the Bloch condition 
(2.31) 
Given the a.b ve equation , the single electron wav function an b writt n 
W"k(r) = L c'kR¢(r + R ) (2.32) 
k 
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where k ran ges through the N values in the first Brillouin zone, and the ¢(r + R ) 
can be atomic or molecular spin orbital. The atomic orbital can then be expanded in 
terms of a linear combination of N ba ·is functions. This approximation is referred to 
as LCAO method in solid state [69]. The substitution of expanded wave function into 
the Schrodinger equation results in HF or KS like eigenvalue-eigenfunction equations 
depending on the level of approximation used [70]. Because of the translat ional 
symmetry in lD polymer case, the HF or KS like equation are solved in a self-
consistent way in the first Brillouin zone with -1r I a ~ k ~ 1r I a where the a is the 
translational vector along the chain backbone [71, 72, 73]. 
In addition to the solid state approach , the band gaps can be approximated as the 
energy cliff rences between EA and IP energies, where the values of IP and EA energies 
arc obtained by taking the negative of the highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest 
unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbital eigenvalues in molecular system calculations. 
Chapter 3 
Computational Details 
All cal ulations in this thesis have be n performed with Gaussian 03 software package 
[74] available on the cluster of Silicon G raphics, Inc (SGI) machines at Memorial 
University ACEnet facilities and the compu ters at W stgrid at University of Ca.lgary. 
The average CPU usage on Ace-net machines is 4 CPUs per job and the requirement 
of the memory is 128-200 MB for each CPU. The ACEnet machin s upport parallel 
jobs which can sp eel up our calculations. For PA isomers , it normally takes two hours 
or half a day, while it may take a week or even weeks for fluorene-based polymers 
calculations to omplete. 
We have performed both HF and DFT olid state calculation for trans-FA. For other 
polymers only DFT calculations wer 1 erform d [75]. As was eli ussed in hapter 2, 
the following DFT exchange functionals wer used: B3LYP, 0 3LYP, OB9'- , PBEPBE, 
PBElPBE and TPSSTPSS. The basis sets 3-21G, 6-31G and 6-31G* were employed 
in this thesi . The main basis set used in this work is the polarized spli t-valence 
basis ·et 6-31G*. It comprises a linear combination of six gau ian primitives for the 
inner-shell functions, and three and one gaussian primitives for the two valence shells 
23 
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[76, 77]. Th ast risk * indicat e· the addition of the six d-typ e primitives to 6-31G 
basis e t to take into account the polarization effect [78]. 
\i\ e u e th k yword PBC to specify t he lD solid state calculation · in th Ga us ian 03 
input fil es. Thi · requires that in addition to the nucl i oordinate , t he translational 
vector (Tv) mu!:it b included in the input files. We also sp cify th number of k 
point!:i to be used in integration in re iprocal sr ace. We have found that the minimal 
requi rement fo r k points is 32 in the baud structure calculation ·. Tot~ll nergy (Etatal) 
is the sum of all kinetic energies a n I potential energies. All t h Etotal mentioned in 
the the i refer to the total energy per unit cell. For the purpo ' e of displaying th top 
occupied and unoc upied bands in the first Brillouin zone, we us the k yword lOp. 
This keyword 10p(5/ 103= -1) write five oc upied and unoccupied igenvalues into 
the output files wh ich can then b plotted as functions of k p ints. The analysis of 
the band tructure focuses on the E gap and Ewidth properties. Th r are two types 
of band ga p · iu solid state: direct and indir ct gaps . The former one refers to t h 
band ga1 wher LUCO and HOCO occur at the same k point in the reciprocal lattice 
space; the indirect one occurs at different k points . Th E9a 11 is obtained as the 
minimal energy differen e between two bands: HOCO and LU 0 , ''l.nd it is related 
to the en rgy barrier for electron tran ·port. The Ewidth i the cliff renee betw en 
maximum a nd minimum for a particu lar band, the width f which indicates the 
degrc of d localization inside the system . 
All PBC cal ulation were geometry optimized (mostly using th k yword fopt) in 
order to find the lowest energy state for the ground sta te. This involve!:i earching for 
the global minimum on the potential energy surface (PES) which is ati fied when 
the gradient of energy with respect to the nuclear coordinat 1 z r . That is, th 
stable point or the lowest energy point is obtained from the fir t- and second-order 
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derivatives of energy with respect of the nuclear coordinates [48] that satisfy the 
following conditions 
EJE (3 .1) 
(3.2) 
In fopt approach, both the first- and second-order gradients of energy are determined, 
while the keyword opt which we used occasionally specifies the calculation of the first-
order grad ient of energy only. 
The cri teria of the self consistent force (SCF) convergence are defined as follows: the 
maximum component of the force is below the cutoff value 0.00045 ; the root-mean-
square of the force is below 0.0003 N; the calculated displacement for the next step is 
smaller than the cu toff value 0.0018 A; and the root-mean-squar of the displacement 
for the next step is below 0.0012 A [48]. 
Both the input and output geometries of the systems have been obtained with the 
use of Gauss View 3.0 software [79] . This visualization software can be used to set 
up or measure the bond lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles, and symmetries. As 
well for t he PBC calculation , it aids in setting up the size (Tv) of the unit cell. 
The bond length alternation (BLA) measures the degree of t he conjugation along the 
chain . BLA (6 T) of trans-PA system is defined as 
BLA = 6.T = R c-c - Tc=c (3.3) 
where the R c-c is the longer single carbon-carbon bond and the Tc=c is the shorter 
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double bond. For larger monomers, BLA is calculated from the average valu of Rc-c 
- rc=c pairs along the fixed direction of Tv, 
m 
BLA = 6.r = 1/m(l:)Rc- c - 'rc=c)) (3.4) 
i= l 
where m is the number of Rc-c - rc=c pairs. In OxF1 m=5, in OxF2 m=9 and in OxF3 
m= 13. For the TPAFn, m is 8, 12 and 16 for n= 1, 2, 3, resp ctively. 
The magnitude and direction of dipole moment give the information about the charge 
polarizations in the polymer. The dipole moment is defined as the sum of the products 
of the charge and the distance between the two charges 
n 
f.l = L QiRi· (3.5) 
i=l 
It is expected that t he biggest component of the total dipole moment is along the Tv 
clue to the charge redistribution along the chain backbone. All the calculations are 
dealing wi th the close-shell neutral polymer systems. T he symmetry for all systems 
is C 1 point group. 
Chapter 4 
The Electronic Structures of P A 
In this chapter we apply lD olid stat DFT method to obtain the electronic band 
structures of PA isomers: trans-PA, meta-PA and cis-PA. In th case of trans-PA, 
we a lso inclu le lD solid state HF calculations, and briefly discuss the finite system 
approach of extrapolating the infini t chain band gap from the oligomers. Since all 
band structures are closely rela ted to geometries of the syst ms, we discuss the geo-
metrical parameters such as bond lengths, bond angles an I dihedral a.ngl s including 
BLA and Tv. The dipole moment trends a re also investigated. 
4 .1 trans-PA 
TI.·a n -PA i · the simplest zig-zag onjugated carbon-carbon chain [ 0]. Two uni t 
cells consi ·t ing of four CH uni ts of t rans-PA are shown in Figure 4.1. In this figure, 
each carbon atom is connected with two adjacent carbon atoms and one hydrogen 
atom. In t he ini tial structure, all bonds are t to be equal along the hain backbone. 
The geometry optimization modifies the intra-cell and inter-cell bonds to achieve the 
lowest energy state. T he resulting structure has alternating shorter and longer bonds 
27 
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Figure 4.1: Molecular structure of trans-PA (two unit cells are displayed). 
along the backbone. 
4.1.1 k Points Analysis 
Ideally, the number of k points for an extended system is equal to the number of the 
primitive unit cells [69]. Typically, this is a very large number for bulk systems. For 
the purpose of computing, smaller number of k points is used . For example, Pino 
and Scuseria [36] employed 1024 k points for 1D PA system. The number of k points 
determines the accuracy of reciprocal lattice integrations in solid state computations. 
However, since we are dealing with relatively large molecular unit cells , it is not 
feasible to perform computations with a large number of k points for fluorene-based 
polymers. In Table 4.1 (whose data are also plotted in Figure 4.2), we show how the 
Egap changes as a function of k points for B3LYP and 03LYP DFT approximations 
for PA. This table illustrates that even for a very small molecular unit cell such as 
the one corresponding to PA, a relatively small number of k points is sufficient for 
(reasonably) accurate calculations of most of its solid state proper ties. 
Table 4.1 and Figur 4.2 show that, for PA, even 32 or 64 k points calculation produces 
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Table 4.1: IPs, EAs and Egav 's (in eVs) are given as a function of number of k points 
for B3LYP and 03LYP approximations for trans-PA. 
DFT B3LYP 03LYP 
no. of k points IP EA E gap IP EA E gap 
4 5.46 1.60 3.86 5.07 1.85 3.22 
12 4.31 2.69 1.62 4.01 2.90 1.12 
32 4.12 2.88 1.24 3.86 3.06 0.80 
64 4.12 2.87 1.25 3.86 3.18 0.68 
128 4.11 2.89 1.22 3.81 3.10 0.71 
256 4.11 2.90 1.21 3.81 3.10 0.71 
512 4.11 2.90 1.21 3.81 3.10 0.71 
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Figure 4.2: HOCO and LUCO energy levels and Egap 's of trans-PA as a function of 
number of k points at B3LYP /6-31G* theory (DFT) level. 
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Tallo 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show that , for PA, even 32 or 64 k points calculation pro luces 
E 9ap to within 0.1 eV of the final onverged value. Considering the size of the fluorene-
based polymers' unit cells, we will us 12 and 32 k point for their band structur 
calcula tions since 12 or 32 k points produce results tha t are accura t enough for the 
purpose of this thesis. 
4 .1. 2 HF lD Solid State Calculations 
The 1D solid sta te I-IF energy results are given in Table 4.3. The I-IF E total is 0.9 
hartr cs higher than DFT E total · The I-IF E gap is 7.24 cV which is approximately 5 
times larger than the experimental value of 1.5 eV for bulk PA. The reason for th is is 
the fac t that the IP (n gative of I-lOCO eig nvalue) is overestimated by approximated 
1.7 eV whereas EA (negative of LUCO eigenvalue) is undere timated by 3.0 eV. Hence, 
there is no error cancela tion which occurs in DFT calculations. The r suit is t hat 
E gap has a big devia tion from the experimental value at the I-IF level. Th in lusion of 
perturbation correction at a MP2 ( f0 ller-Plcsset second-order perturbation theory) 
level [83], gives the E yap for trans-PA to be 3.0 V. The in lu ·ion of hat h r correla tion 
effects cl eases E9ap even more [ 4]. 
I-IF g -ometry op timization gives C=C bond equal to 1.33 A and C-C equal to 1.45 
A along the PA chain backbone (see Table 4 .2). This results in 0.12 for BLA 
which is 0.04 A higher than experimental valu of 0.0 A [ 5] (with C= C bon I equal 
to 1.36 A and C-C equal to 1.44 A). I-IF optimized Tv is 2.46 A. In summary, t h 
I-IF calculation clearly illu tratcs that the inclusion of correlation effects beyond I-IF 
level is essential for more accurate electronic band gap calculations [ 6, 7, , 9]. 
For t he remaining of this thesis we employ DFT in the alcula tions. 
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4 .1.3 DFT lD Solid State Calculations 
Table 4.2 li ts the Tv, BLA and bond length values for trans-PA for the DFT (32 
k-point) 10 solid state calculations. 
Table 4.2: Geometry parameters of trans-PA as obtained from 32 k-point 10 olid 
state DFT calculations. Tv's, CC bond lengths and BLA' (all in A) are listed. 
Meth od Tv C-C C = C BLA 
HF / 6-31G* 2.464 1.450 1.330 0.120 
B3LYP / 6-31G* 2.473 1.423 1.371 0.053 
03LYP / 6-31G* 2.476 1.419 1.377 0.042 
OB95/6-31G* 2.476 1.397 1.398 0.001 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* 2.4 1 1.403 1.400 0.003 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* 2.466 1.423 1.365 0.05 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* 2.480 1.406 1.397 0.010 
Expt [85] 1.44 1.36 0.08 
The stru ture of the electronic energy band are determined by the systems' optimized 
geometric·. As shown in Table 4. 2, the carbon-carbon bonds as obtained at the 
B3LYP level with 32 k points are 1.42 A and 1.37 A which are somewhat closer to 
the experimental 1.44 A and 1.36 A bonds than the HF values. Similarly, 03LYP 
gives BLA of 0.042 A with the con csponding bonds, 1.42 and 1.38 A. The best 
agreement with th experimental data is given by PBElPBE approximation which 
gives 1.42 A and 1.37 A for bond lengths. Other DFT approximations give BLA' · 
close to zero since their optimized carbon-carbon bonds along the chain backbone arc 
nearly equal (all arc approximately 1.40 A). This resul t does not com pare well with 
the experimental observation. The con esponding Tv's ar also listed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.3 gives the results of energy calculation at the OFT level. As expected, th 
Etot.nl is ra ther insensitive to various DFT functionals and i close to -77.4 hart rees. 
The six DFT functionals give different values for band gap. BE1PBE gives the best 
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Table 4.3: E totat , IP, EA, E gap and max-gap values for tra.ns-PA. E total is in hartrec, 
all other energie arc in eV. 
Method E total IP EA E gap max-gap 
12 k points 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -77.41 4.31 2.69 1.62 12.03 
03LYP/ 6-31G* -77.38 4.01 2.90 1.12 11.39 
32 k points 
HF/ 6-31G* -76.89 6.20 -1.04 7.24 19.41 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -77.41 4.12 2.88 1.24 12.03 
03LYP / 6-31G* -77.38 3. 6 3.06 0.80 11.39 
OB95/6-31G* -77.39 3.66 3.37 0.29 10.17 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -77.31 3.71 3.42 0.29 10.21 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* -77.31 4.35 2.83 1.52 12.72 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -77.42 3.64 3.32 0.31 10.61 
Expt [85, 91] 4.50 3.00 1.50 10.00 
agrc mcnt (1.52 eV) with the experimental value of 1.5 eV for E gap· It hould be not d 
that, for an appropriate compari!:lon of 1D solid state calculations with xperimental 
valu s, it is necessary to correct them for the bulk 3D effects. It has been shown 
that the experimental value for E gap for 1D t rans-PA is clo er to 1.83 eV [90] rather 
than 1.5 eV. The B3LYP gives a 1.24 eV E gap and 03LYP gives a 0.80 eV Egap· T he 
band gaps with OB95, PBEPBE and TPSSTPSS are around 0.3 eV. In general, DFT 
cal ula tions underestimate the observed band gap. This is in cont rast to HF which 
ovcrc. timates them. However , the DFT deviations ar not as larg . The main r ason 
for this improvement is the better agreement of IP and EA with th ir corresponding 
experimental values. This is due to the fact that , in most cases in DFT, both IP and 
EA are underestimated (with EA more than the IP) and the differenc b tw en the 
undcrc!:ltimations reduced the deviation of calculated band gaps with experimental 
data for DFT versus HF. Typically, the max-gap is 5-8 times larger than the minimum 
E gap · The max-gap ca n be u!:>ecl to estimate the band width of the IP and EA bands 
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::>ince max-gap minus E9ap is approximately the sum of the two band widths. In the 
DFT calculations , it can be seen from Table 4.3 that tha t top band widths arc of the 
order of 5 - 6 eV. For example for B3LYP, IP band width is 5.4 eV and EA band 
width is 5.7 eV. All approximations , including HF , give similar band widths. 
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Figur - 4.3: E9 ap ' s of trans-PA as a function of BLA's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
In addition to the above, the varia tion of DFT results for E gap with BLA's and T v's 
are plotted. Figure 4.3 displays the E gap values as a function of BLA's. As expected , 
larger BLA corresponds to larger E9ap · This is because the occurrence of th ba nd 
gap is a direct consequence of the presence of unequal bond length::>. Figure 4.4 
illustra tes the varia tion of band gaps with Tv. This figure shows that smaller uni ts 
cells con es pond to larger E 9ap 's. 
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Figure 4.4: Egap's of trans-PA as a function of Tv's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 4.5: The DFT/B3LYP lD band structure of trans-PA with 6-31G* basis set 
and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy bands 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
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Finally, a typical example of the band structure is displayed in Figure 4.5 for the 
trans-PAin the B3LYP approximation. Figure 4.5 shows five HOCO and LUCO top 
bands: HOC0-1 , HOC0-2 , .. . HOC0-5 and the LUC0+1 , LUC0+2, ... LUC0+5. 
The max-gap minus E gap is of the order of 11 eV for trans-PA as shown in figure 4.5 . 
Then it follows that the two top Ewidut's are of the order of 5.5 eV. 
4 .1.4 Finite Syst em M ethod 
In addition to the solid state approach , there are alt rnative methods to compute 
the band gaps (see for example, references [92 , 93, 94, 95]). In one study [93], the 
HOMO-LUMO gaps were plotted against the inverse chain length for CwH12 through 
C24 H26 . The extrapolated infinite chain band gap of 1.57 eV was obtained which, 
in tum , compared relatively well with the extrapolate l experimental value of 1. 3 
eV for 1D trans-PA. In this thesis, as an example, we consider oligomers from C4Hs 
through C1sH22 to perform similar analysis. 
Table 4.4: BLA's and dipole moments for CnHn+4 (with n = 4-18) at B3LYP /6-31G* 
level. BLA's (in A) and dipole moments (in debye) are listed. 
Molecule BLA Dipole 
C4H8 0.57 -0.18,-0. 19,0.00 
C6H10 0.46 0.07,-0.04,0.00 
C8H12 0.37 0.00,-0.16,0.00 
C10H14 0.33 -0.07,-0.17,0.00 
C14H18 0.19 0.13,-0.15,0.11 
C16H20 0.18 0.14,-0.49 ,0.09 
C18H22 0.18 0.22,-0.16,0.08 
CnH2n 0.05 0.00,0.00,0.00 
Expt [85] 0.08 0,0,0 
Table 4.4 shows that the BLA's decrease with the increasing oligomer size, indicating 
strong finite system effects for these rather short oligomers. The oligomcrs also have 
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finite dipole moment . Th three components of dipole moments stand for the thr c 
directions along the backbone, perpendicular and out of the polymer plane. Table 
4.5 shows that the band gaps dccrea e with increasing number of carbon a toms. Th 
C11 H 2, is the estimated result with 1D PBC calculation with trans-PA unit cell (n 
stands C r the number of carbon atoms in the chain). These E gap values are plotted 
as function of 1/n in Figure 4.6. The extrapolated value as obtained from Figure 4.6 
gives a. band gap of approximately 3 eV for an infinite chain which differs by more 
than 1 eV in compari on to the expc ted experimental value 1.8 eV for lD trans-PA. 
Table 4.5: ELoLat, IP, EA and E 9a.p values for lD acetylene oligomers at B3LYP /6-31G* 
level. Etotat is in hmtree, all oth r energies arc in e V. 
Molecule E LoLal IP EA E gap 
C4H8 -157.22 6.35 -0.75 7.10 
C6H10 -234.62 5.68 0.53 5.15 
C8H12 -312.03 5.32 0.93 4.39 
C10H14 -389.40 5.38 1.02 4.36 
C14Hl -544.15 5.01 1.49 3.52 
C16H20 -621.54 5.01 1.53 3.48 
C18H22 -698.94 5.00 1.55 3.45 
CnH2n -77.41 4.12 2.88 1.24 
Expt [91] 4.50 3.00 1.50 
4 .2 cis-PA 
The two isomers, aromatic and quinoid , of cis-PA are presented in Figure 4.7 and 
Figure 4. respectiv ly. There are four carl on atoms in each isomer's unit c ll of 
ci -PA (only two carbon atoms are in the unit cell of trans-PA). 
If one as.-umes that the exp rimental single bonds in cis-PA isomers arc of the same 
length as in trans-PA and a re 1.44 A and th double bonds are 1.37 A [85], then the 
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Figure 4.6: Energy differences, IP-EA (obtained wi th B3LYP /6-31G*) of acetylene 
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Figure 4.7: Molecular structure of an aromatic isomer of cis-PA (two uni t cells are 
displayed). 
------ ----
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Figure 4.8: Molecular structure of quinoid isomer of cis-PA (two unit cells are dis-
played) . 
Table 4.6: Geometry parameters of cis-PA isomers as obtained from 32 k-point 1D 
solid state DFT calculations. Tv's, CC bond lengths and BLA's (in A) , dipole mo-
ments (in debye) are listed. 
Aromatic Tv C-C C= C BLA Dipole 
B3LYP /6-31G* 4.46 1.44 1.37 0.07 0,-0.0001 ,0 
03LYP /6-31G* 4.49 1.43 1.38 0.06 0,-0.0001 ,0 
OB95/6-31G* 4.50 1.42 1.38 0.04 0,-0.0001 ,0 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 4.48 1.43 1.39 0.04 0,-0.0002,0 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 4.50 1.42 1.37 0.05 0,0.0002,0 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* 4.48 1.43 1.38 0.05 0,-0.0001 ,0 
Quinoid Tv C-C C= C BLA Dipole 
B3LYP /6-31G* 4.46 1.44 1.37 0.07 0,0.0002,0 
03LYP /6-31G* 4.49 1.43 1.38 0.06 0,0,0 
OB95/6-31G* 4.50 1.42 1.38 0.04 0,0.0003,0 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 4.48 1.43 1.39 0.04 0,0.0005,0 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 4.44 1.43 1.36 0.08 0,0.0003,0 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* 4.48 1.43 1.38 0.04 0,0.0004,0 
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experimental value for cis-PA's BLA is close to 0.07 A. As shown in Table 4.6, most 
DFT approxima tions underestimate this BLA value somewhat. For both isomers, the 
BLA's are in the range of 0.04-0.09 A. The Tv for both isomers are also very similar. 
The reason for this closeness of structural results for both isomers is the fact that the 
quinoid isomer for cis-PAis not stable in nature and when geometry optimization is 
performed the final structure is an aromatic one for all DFT functionals (this can be 
clea rly seen from the CC bonds in Table 4.6 where the inter-unit CC bond is more like 
a single bond). ot surprisingly, the dipole moments for both aromatic and quinoid 
isomers are also similar and are either zero or nearly zero which is the same r sult as 
for trans-PA. 
Table 4.7 lists the energy resul ts for cis-PA. The DFT/ 6-31G* with 32 k points has 
been applied in all the band gap calculations for the cis-PA i omers. The Etotnl of 
cis-PA isomers is close to -154.5 har trees per unit cell. The two isomers give results 
that arc nearly degenerate. 
The values of E gop's range from 0.7- 2.0 eV. These values are somewhat higher than 
the corresponding numbers for trans-PA (see Table 4.3). Since the difference between 
the max-gap and E gap is approximately the sum of the valenc and conduction band 
widths, Table 4.7 clearly illustra tes tha t optimized band widths of the quinoid isomer 
are similar to that of aromatic isomer. The E width affects the efficiency and mobility 
of electrons in the bands. The average band width of cis-PA isomers is smaller than 
that of trans-PA, which predicts lower conductivi ty for cis-PAin agreement with most 
experiments. 
In -·Uinmary, two cis-PA isomers give similar energy results. In fact , the experimental 
observations show that quinoid cis-PA is not stable and so far has not be n observed 
in t he lab [96]. The quinoid cis-PA isomer must change into aromatic structure. 
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Table 4.7: Etotal, IP, EA, Egap and max-gap values of lD cis-PA as obtained from 32 
k-point 1D solid tate DFT calculations. Etotal is in hartree and all oLher energies ar 
in eV. 
Aromatic E total IP EA E gap max-gap 
B3LYP /6-31G* -154.81 4.49 2.63 1.86 9.42 
03LYP /6-31G* -154.75 4.18 2.87 1.31 8.72 
OB95/6-31G* -154.76 3.91 3.26 0.65 7.59 
PBEPBE/6-31G* -154.60 3.97 3.27 0.71 7.55 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* -154.61 4.08 3.27 0. 1 10.05 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -154.84 3.94 3.15 0.79 7.77 
Quinoid Etotal IP EA E gap max-gap 
B3LYP /6-31G* -154.81 4.49 2.63 1.86 9.42 
03LYP / 6-31G* -154.75 4.1 2.87 1.31 .72 
OB95/ 6-31G* -154.76 3.91 3.26 0.65 7.59 
PBEPBE/6-31G* -154.60 3.97 3.27 0.71 7.55 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* -154.62 4.73 2.57 2.15 9.96 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* -154.84 3.94 3.15 0.79 7.77 
The averag C= C distance along cis-PA chain agrees with the experimental 1.37 
A value. And the E gap's of cis-PA are slightly larger than that of trans-PA with 
larger BLA' as well. For completene s we display the variation of Egap's with BLA' 
and Tv's in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively a obtained for th - various DFT 
approximations for the aromatic cis-PA. Also th typical band structures for the 
aromati and quinoid cis-PA i ·eli played on Figure 4.11 an I Figure 4.12. 
4.3 meta-PA 
The cl ctronic and structural properties of trans-PA and to some ext nt ci -PA have 
been adequately explored. There is another structure of PA, called meta-PA, that 
ha not been studied as extensively. The structure and energy of meta-PA arc of 
intcre~t primarily at a theoretical] vel. Th y have been observed experimentally, but 
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Figure 4.9: Egap's of aromatic cis-PA a.s a function of BLA's a.s obtained from various 
DFT functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 4.10: Egap's of aromatic cis-PA as a function of Tv's as obtained from various 
DFT functiona.ls (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 4.11: The DFT/B3LYP l D band structure of aromatic cis-PA with 6-31G* 
basis set and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different 
energy bands corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
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Figure 4.12: The DFT/B3LYP lD band structure of quinoid cis-PA with 6-31G* 
basis set and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different 
energy bands corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4) . 
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Tv's are also similar to those obtained for cis-PA. Both BLA's and Tv's are relatively 
insensitive to the various DFT functional . Similar to cis-PA and trans-PA, meta-PA 
has a vanishing dipole moment. 
Table 4.9: Etotal , IP, EA, Egap and max-gap values for 1D meta-PA as obtain d from 
32 k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. E totat is in hartree and other energies are 
in eV. 
Method E total IP EA E gap max-gap 
B3LYP /6-31G* -309.624 4.31 2.78 1.53 5.66 
03LYP / 6-31G* -309.510 4.00 3.00 1.01 5.09 
OB95/ 6-31G* -309.532 3.76 3.35 0.41 4.24 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -309.215 3. 2 3.3 0.44 4.24 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* -309.243 4.53 2.73 1.81 6.06 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -309.684 3.77 3.27 0.50 4.36 
In Table 4.9 , the E total for a repeat unit cell of meta-PA consisting of CH units is 
arouud -309.00 hartree which is 4 times than that of th value obtained for tran ·-PA 
(-77.00 hartrce) since four unit cells of trans-PA consist of 8 CH units. The B3LYP 
and 03LYP, together with PBEPBE show that the E gap is clo e to 1 e V or i greater 
than 1 eV. With the same basi et, 6-31G* , and 32 k points, the 03LYP gives a 
E gop 1.007 eV, B3LYP 1.530 eV and PBEPBE 1.805 eV. The other three functionals 
give values of order 0.5 eV for th Egap· The OB95 gives 0.411 eV E 9ap, PBE1PBE 
gives 0.441 eV and TPSSTPSS gives 0.50 eV E 9ap · The HOCO and LUCO band 
shift to narrow the nergy gap· in these cases. In Figure 4. 13, E gap is plotted as a 
function of BLA. The BLA's for OB95 and TPSSTPSS are much smaller than that 
with B3LYP and 03LYP which in turn correspond to lower energy gaps for OB95 
and TPSSTPSS than for B3LYP and 03LYP. The band gaps of meta-PA and cis-PA 
are slightly larger than those of tra.ns-PA. For completeness we also include a plot of 
E9a11 as a function of Tv's (see Figure 4. 15). 
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As can be seen from Table 4.9 (also from Figure 4.16), the max-gap of meta-PA is 
roughly 3-4 times the E 9ap, while th trans-PA is 8 times the E9ap· This indicates 
that the top band wid ths of meta-PA are smaller than those of trans-PA by a factor 
of two. That is, the Ewwh of meta-PA is of the order of 2 eV in comparison to 4-5 
eV for tra.ns-PA. The typical band structur for cis-PAis displayed in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.14: Egap's of meta-PA as a function of BLA's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points) . 
4 .4 Conclusions 
In this Chapter the structure and the electronic band structure of the various isomers 
of PA were investigated using the 1D solid sta te calculation. Experimentally, it has 
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Figure 4. 15: Egap's of meta-PA as a function of Tv's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31 G * basis set and 32 k points) . 
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Figure 4.16: The DFT/B3LYP 1D band structure of meta-PA with 6-31G* basis set 
and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy bands 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
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been determined that the bond lengths for trans-FA are approximately in the range 
of 1.35-1.45 A. These values are best reproduced by B3LYF, 03LYF and FBElFBE 
functionals. In general, it has been found that the greater BLA's produce larger 
energy gaps. The E9a71 's of all FA isomers are in the range of 0.3 - 1.8 eV. The 
FBElFBE, B3LYF and 03LYF functionals give results that agree best with exper-
imental value of 1.8 eV for lD trans-FA. In order of agreement with experimental 
E9a 71 for trans-PA we have: FBElFBE > B3LYF, 03LYF, TFSSTFSS > FBEFBE > 
OB95. For meta-FA from largest to smallest band gaps we obtain the following order: 
FBEFBE > B3LYF > 03LYF > TFSSTFSS > FBElFBE > OB95. For aromatic 
cis-FA, the same order (from largest to smallest band gaps) is PBElFBE > B3LYF > 
03LYF > TFSSTFSS > FBEFBE > OB95, and from largest to smallest band gaps 
for quinoid ci ·-FA, it is B3LYP > 03LYF > PBElFBE > TFSSTFSS > FBEFBE 
> OB95. OB95 gives the smallest E9 a 71 in all cases. The different performance of 
DFT functionals are due to their differences between the various approximations of 
exchang -conelation energy functionals. The above results are summarized on Fig-
ure 4.17 where results of lD solid state DFT calculations with B3LYF and 03LYF 
functionals with 6-31G* and 32 k points are displayed . 
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Figure 4.17: Egap's, IPs and EAs of PA isomers with B(0)3LYP /6-31G* and 32 k-
points. trans-B stands for trans-PA with B3LYP /6-31G* method and trans-0 stands 
for trans-PA with 03LYP /6-31G* method. cis l and cis2 stand for the quinoid and 
aromatic isomers of cis-PA. 
Chapter 5 
The Electronic Band Structures of 
OxFn 
A typical multilayer PLED device may be composed of a hole t ran port lay r such as 
t riphenylamine-fiuorene alternating copolymer (TPAF n) and electron transport an I 
emitting layer su h as fiuorene-oxacliazolc alternating polymer (OxF n) together 
with anode such as lnduim Tin Oxide (ITO) and cathode such as Ig-Ag alloy [1]. 
To increa t he PL and EL effi iency, PLEDs may also mploy additional hole an I 
electron t ra.n port layers. The main role of these addi tional layers is to better match 
the IP and EA energies of the e materials wi th the anode and athocle top energy 
levels respc tivcly. A discussed in the int roduction , Cycli Voltamm try is one of th 
methods that can be u ·eel to d termine the top nergy lev 1 of th organi polymer · 
and cathode an I ano le materials [9 , 99, 100, 101] ( ee Figure 2.2 for example). 
In chapt r 5, we investigate the 1 ctronic structure properti s of OxF 11 (n= 1,2,3) 
with the use of 1D solid state DFT calculations. We compare the computational 
resul ts with th xp rimental observations as given in refer n e [1] . The bond length 
for OxF, (n= 1,2,3) are given in the Appendix. 
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5.1 OxF1 
R R 
OxF2,x=2 
OxF3,x=3 
Figure 5.1: Chemical structure of OxFn unit cell. 
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It has been found that all OxFn (n=1,2,3) have direct band gaps and their band 
structures are closely related to their geometries. We begin the investigation of OxFn 
with the simplest ompound OxF1. As shown in Figure 5.1, OxF1 con ists of one 
fluorene and one oxa liazole group. In our computations, th fluorene side groups (R's) 
are made of short ethyl groups (C2H5 ) instead of the longer C8 H17 chain to redu 
the omputation time. This replacement did not significantly change computational 
resul ts for band structure of OxF 1 . OxF 1 unit cells are not planar lue to rotation 
aroun I t he bond joining fluorene with oxadiazole ring. 
Table~ 5.1 and 5.2 clearly illustrate that for a. large unit cell like that for OxF1, 12 
and 32 k-point DFT (with 6-31G* basis set) calculations give very similar results for 
the geometry paramet rs and energie . BLA's are computed for the fluorene group. 
Table 5. 1 shows that all Tv's are of the order of 11.8 A. Depending on the DFT 
apJ roximation , BLA varies from -0.003 A to -0.009 A. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 display 
the variation of Egap with BLA's and Tv's. Band gaps increase with the increasing 
magnitude of the BLA's. There does not seem to be much correlation between the 
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Figure 5.2: Molecular structure of OxF1 (one unit cell is displayed). 
Table 5.1: Geometry parameters of OxF 1 isomers as obtained from 12 and 32 k-point 
1D solid state DFT calculations. Tv's and BLA's (in A), dipole moments (in debye) 
are listed. 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
12 k points 
B3LYP /6-31G* 11.86 -0.0075 0.00,2.02,0.05 
03LYP /6-31G* 11.79 -0.0062 0.00,1.95.0.04 
OB95/6-31G* 11.84 -0.0058 0.00,1. 77,0.05 
32 k points 
B3LYP /6-31G* 11.86 -0.0075 0.00,2.02,0.05 
03LYP /6-31G* 11.79 -0.0062 0.00,1.95,0.04 
OB95/6-31G* 11.84 -0.0058 0.00,1.77,0.05 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 11.89 -0.0030 0. 00' 1. 88 '0. 04 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 11.81 -0.0086 0.00,2.04,0.05 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* 11.89 -0.0042 0.00,1.95,0.05 
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Table 5.2: Etotal , IP, EA, Egap and max-gap values of OxF1 as obtained from 12 and 
32 k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. Etotal is in hartr e and all other energies 
are in eV. 
Method E total IP EA E gap m ax-gap 
12 k points 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -918.40 5.50 2.30 3.20 4.92 
03LYP / 6-31G* -916.45 5.24 2.53 2.70 4.43 
OB95/6-31G* -918.18 4.82 2.83 2.00 3.60 
32 k points 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -918.40 5.50 2.30 3.20 4.95 
03LYP/ 6-31G* -916.45 5.24 2.53 2.70 4.47 
OB95/ 6-31G* -918.18 4. 2 2.83 2.00 3.64 
PBEPBE/6-31G* -917.27 4. 9 2.92 1.97 3.60 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* -917.35 5.74 2.22 3.52 5.34 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* -918.57 4.89 2.82 2.06 3.70 
size of the band gap and the magnitude of Tv. Actually, not unexpectedly, for all 
systems, there is no obvious correlation between band gaps and Tv's. There is a finite 
dipole moment along the chain backbon . 
Table 5.2 shows the energy resul ts of OxF1 at DFT level. Etotal vari ·s from -918.6 
hartrees to -916.5 hartrees per OxF 1 unit cell. Egap ranges from 2.0 to 3.5 eV. It will be 
shown below that B3LYP and 03LYP DFT functionals give the best agreement with 
experiment values for E gap for OxF2 and OxF3. The E gap of OxF 1 at 03LYP (B3LYP) 
is 2.70 (3.20) eV with IP and EA as 5.24 (5.50) eV and 2.53 (2.30) cV respectively. 
Compared to these values PBE1PBE overestimates E gap at 3.52 V. Other functional 
like OB95, PBEPBE and TPSSTPSS all underestimate the band gap and give its 
value at appr ximate 2.0 eV. The max-gap values (which arc approximately equal 
to sum of the HOCO and LUCO band widths plus the band gap) of 03LYP and 
B3LYP differ by 0.05 eV and indicate that E width's of the top levels of OxF1 are less 
than 0.9 eV and hence the band widths are a lot narrower than tho e of PA isomers 
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(which are of the order of 4-5 eV). That is, t he HOCO and LUCO bands are very 
flat , almost parallel to each other. In general, fluorene-based polymers ar known to 
prc~cnt flatter energy band structure du to large unit cells as clearly illustrated in 
Figure Ei.5. 
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Figure 5.3: E gap' of OxF 1 as a function of BLA's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31G* bas is set and 32 k points). 
5.2 OxF2 
The molecular structure of OxF2 unit cell is shown in Figure 5.6. In this case, one 
more fluorene group is added to improve the electron transport efficiency. 
Table 5.3 shows the geometry properties of OxF2 . The optimized Tv at 03LYP i 
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Figure 5.4: Egap's of OxF 1 as a function of Tv's as obtained from various DFT 
functiona.ls (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
Table 5.3: Geometry parameters of OxF2 isomers as obtained from 32 k-point 1D 
solid state DFT calculations. Tv's and BLA's (in A) , dipole moments (in clebye) are 
listed. 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
B3LYP / 6-31G* 20.00 -0.0162 -0.00,2.29,-0.30 
03LYP / 6-31G* 20.00 -0.0143 -0.07,0.15,-2.16 
OB95/ 6-31G* 19.96 -0.0138 0.02,1.70,-0.86 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 20.05 -0.0104 -0.00,2.09,-0.29 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* 19.91 -0.0173 -0.00,2.27,-0.28 
TPSSTPSS/6-3 1G* 19.98 -0.0153 0.04,-0.65 ,-0.50 
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Figure 5.5: The DFT/B3LYP lD band structure of OxF1 with 6-31G* basi set and 
32 k-points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy band 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
Figure 5.6: Molecular structur of OxF2 (one unit cell i di played). 
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20.00 A whi h is approximately 8 A larger than the corresponding value for OxF l· 
This differ n gives the length of fluorene group along the chain. Similar to OxF1 , 
the unit cell of OxF2 i. not planar. In fact OxF2 is mor distorted , for example, the 
inter-ring torsional angle between oxa.diazole and fluorene groups is in the range of 
29-34 legrees . 03LYP gives the largest magnitude of BLA of 0.017 A and PBEPBE 
comes with the smallest magnitude of BLA of 0.010 . The average magnitude of 
BLA for OxF2 is 0.0138 A , roughly twi e that of OxF1. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 display 
the variation of E gap with BLA's and Tv's. Similar to OxF 1 , band gap for OxF2 
still increase with the increasing magnitude of the BLA's in most cases. There are 
exc ptions, for example, E gap of B3LYP is 0.48 eV larger than that of 03LYP however 
its BLA is 0.0008 A maller. Again , there does not eem to be much correlation 
between the size of t he band gap and the magnitude of Tv. As before, there is a. 
finite dipole moment of the order of 2.0 D along the chain backbone. 
Table 5.4: Etotal , IP, EA, E gap and max-gap values of OxF2 as obtained from 32 k-
point 1D solid state DFT calculation . Etotal is in hartree and all other energies are 
in eV. 
Method E total IP EA E gap max-gap 
B3LYP /6-31G* -1575.88 5.31 2.02 3.28 4.03 
03LYP / 6-31G* -1572.46 5.06 2.26 2.80 3.57 
OB95/ 6-31G* -1575.47 4.68 2.55 2.13 2.85 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -1573.89 4.72 2.66 2.06 2.79 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* -1574.06 5.55 1.95 3.60 4.38 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -1576.16 4.73 2.49 2.24 2.93 
Expt [1] 5.73 2.79 2.94 
Table 5.4 shows that the Etotal of OxF2 is -1575 hartrees, 660.0 hartrees larger than 
that of OxF 1 . The E gap 's of OxF 2 are approximately 0.1 e V larger than t hose of 
OxF 1. For this compound a lirect comparison with experimental data can be mad . 
Clearly, the B3LYP and 03LYP approximations give the best agreement with the 
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observed values for band gaps. B3LYP predicts 3.28 eV for E gap (0.34 eV larger than 
the experimental value) and 03LYP predicts 2.80 eV for E gap (0.14 eV smaller than 
th experimental value) . With respect to experimental IP and EA values things are 
not as clear cut. Both B3LYP and 03LYP give reasonably good agre ment with 
observed IPs, however PBE1PBE gives even better agreement. And for EAs, OB95, 
PBEPBE and TPSSPTSS all give bet ter agre ment with the experim ntal EA value 
than B3L YP a.nd 03LYP. The EwidLh 's of OxF 2 are even smaller than those of OxF 1 , 
for example, for B3LYP, the valance band is 0.14 e V and the conduction band is 0.08 
eV as shown in Figure 5.9. Similar to OxF1 , all bands for OxF2 are quite fiat. 
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Figure 5.7: Egap 's of OxF2 as a function of BLA's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 5.8: E9a 11 's of OxF2 as function of Tv's as obtained from various DFT func-
t ionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points) . 
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Figure 5.9: The DFT/B3LYP lD band structure of OxF2 with 6-31G* basis set and 
32 k-points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy bands 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
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5.3 OxF3 
In Figure 5.10, the OxF3 unit cell is shown with one more fluorene group in comparison 
to OxF2. 
Figure 5.10: Molecular structure of OxF3 (one unit cell is displayed). 
Table 5.5: Geometry parameters of OxF3 isomers as obtained from 32 k-point 1D 
solid state DFT calculations. Tv's and BLA's (in A) , dipole moments (in debye) are 
listed. 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
B3LYP /6-31G* 25.47 -0.0184 -0.01 ,2.49,-1.32 
03LYP /6-31G* 27.18 -0.0165 0.00,3.20,-1.18 
OB95/6-31G* 27.29 -0.0162 0.01,3.16,-1.25 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 27.42 -0.0134 0.00,3.19,-1.16 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 27.31 -0.0162 -0.01 ,3.19,-1.05 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* 27.39 -0.0150 0.00,3.30,-0.98 
Tables 5.5 and Table 5.6 show the geometry parameters and energy result respec-
tively. From Table 5.5 it can be seen that OxF3 has a Tv equal to approximately 27 
A which is 7 A larger than Tv for OxF2 and 16 eV larger than Tv for OxF1 . As 
before the unit cell of OxF 3 is not planar. There is a rotation of the order of 36-45 
degrees between fluorene groups and 29-34 degrees between oxadiazole and fluorene 
groups. This OxF3 unit cell is more polar than unit cells of OxF1 and OxF2. This is 
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refte ted in its increa eel dipole moment along the chain backbone (of the order of 3 
D instead of 2 D as was seen for OxF 1 and OxF 2) . Figures 5.11 and 5.12 display the 
variation of E gap with BLA's an l Tv's for OxF3. Similar to OxF 1 and OxF2 , ban l 
gaps for OxF3 increase with the increasing magnitude of the BLA's. And, thcr does 
not seem to be mu h correlation between the size of the band gap and the magnitude 
of T v. 
Table 5.6: E tatal, IP, EA, E gap and ma.,"X-gap values of OxF3 as obtained from 32 k-
point 1D solid state DFT calculations. E tatal is in hartree and all other energi s are 
in eV. 
M ethod E total IP EA E gap m ax-gap 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -2233.34 5.29 1.78 3.51 3.80 
0 3LYP / 6-31G* -2228.44 5.04 2.04 3.00 3.31 
OB95/6-31G* -2232.74 4.66 2.34 2.31 2.60 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -2230.50 4.69 2.46 2.23 2.53 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* -2232.74 4.65 2.35 2.29 2.59 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -2233.76 4.67 2.35 2.31 2.61 
Expt [1] 5. 61 2.58 3.03 
In Table 5.6, the E tatr"L for OxF3 is of the ord r of -2230 hartrees. The data for OxF3 
combined with the results for OxF1 and OxF2 indicate that the addi tion of a ftuoren 
group adds approximately 660 hartrees to the magni tude · of their respective total 
cncrgtc ·. 
For OxF3 , similar to OxF2 , a d irect comparison with experimental data can be mad . 
Again the B3LYP and 03LYP approximations give the be ' t agreement with the 
observed values for band gaps. B3LYP predicts 3.51 eV for E gap (0 .48 cV larger than 
the experimental va lue) and 0 3LYP predicts 3.00 eV for Egap (0.03 eV smaller than 
the experimental valu ). Also, with respect to experimental IP and EA values things 
arc not as clear cut. Both B3LYP and 03LYP IPs giv reasonably good agreement 
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with ob~:;erved IPs, B3LYP gives the best agreement. And for EAs, OB95, PBEPBE, 
PBE1PBE and TPSSTPSS all give better agreement with the experimental EA valu 
than B3LYP and 03LYP. The Ewidth's of OxF3 are even smaller than those of OxF2 
as shown in Figure 5. 13. Similar to OxF 1 and OxF2 , all bands for OxF3 ar very flat. 
Theoretically speaking, DFT can provide detailed theoretical prediction in simulating 
large molecules. B3LYP gives 3.51 eV E9c,11 with 1.78 V EA and 5.29 eV IP. The 
0.48 eV overe timate of E9 a11 o curs with 0.4 eV higher EA an l 0.6 eV low rIP. ote 
that 03LYP ends wi th E9a11 2.99 eV, 0.04 eV less than xperiment value. T he best 
result is obtained a t 03LYP level here. The experimental Egap is 3.03 eV. 03LYP 
gives EA and IP deviations as 0.67 eV and 0.54 V. However , individually, B3LYP 
of EA il:l better than 0 3LYP while 03LYP gives better IP result . It is proved that 
Egnp accuracy is less sensitive to k point for large molecular systems. OB95 and 
TPSSTPSS are still poor in giving reliable energy levels. 
5.4 OxF1.5 
In order to investigate the effect of the benzene ring in the OxFn polymer , we gen-
erated a new polymer labeled as OxF 1.5. Th OxF 1.5 is formed by adding a benzene 
ring into the OxF1 unit cell as hown in Figure 5.14. It i expect d that OxF1.5's 
band structure will have proper ties between those of OxF1 and OxF2 . 
Isolate I benzene is characterized by a six-member ring who c CC bonds are all equal 
[90]. After inserting the benzene ring into OxF 1 unit cell , barge delocalization lead 
to aromatic benzene structure (CC bonds are somewhat different). Tabl 5.7 lists the 
geomeLry param t rs of OxF 1.5 . 
Not surprisingly, the Tv of OxF15 is betw en those of OxF1 and OxF2 . However , its 
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Figure 5.11: Egap's of OxF3 as a function of BLA's as obtained from various DFT 
functiona.ls (with 6-31 G * basis set and 32 k points). 
Table 5. 7: Geometry parameters of OxF 1.s isomers as obtained from 32 k-point 1D 
solid state DFT calculations. Tv's and BLA's (in A), dipole moments (in del y ) are 
listed. 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
B3LYP / 6-31G* 15.94 -0.0257 0.28, 1.16,1. 79 
03LYP/ 6-31G* 16.01 -0.0184 -0.02,-1.69, 1. 72 
OB95/ 6-31G* 16.04 -0.0205 0.00,2.05,0.63 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* 15.94 -0.0269 0.00,-1.87,2.31 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 15.97 -0.0270 0.16,2.02,1.33 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* 15.95 -0.0285 0.00,-1.89,2.33 
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Figure 5.12: Egap's of OxF3 as a function of Tv's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points) . 
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Figure 5.13: The DFT/B3LYP 1D band structure of OxF3 with 6-31G* basis set and 
32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy bands 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
Figure 5.14: Molecular structure of OxFL5 (one unit cell is displayed) . 
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BLA's are larger than those of either OxF1 and OxF2 . This indicates that charg is 
mor localized in this structure. Its dipole moment is similar (somewhat smaller) to 
those of OxF 1 and OxF 2 . 
Table 5.8: Etotal, IP, EA, E 9ap and ma."X-gap values of OxF 1.5 as obtained from 32 
k-point 1D soli l state DFT calculations. Etotal is in hartree and all other energies are 
in cV. 
Method E total IP EA E gap max-gap 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -1149.45 5.49 2.12 3.37 4.40 
03LYP / 6-31G* -1147.00 5.22 2.39 2. 3 3.92 
OB95/6-31G* -1149.17 4.84 2.67 2.17 3.14 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -114 .01 5.0 2.4 2.60 3.24 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* -1148.14 5.74 2.05 3.69 4.76 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -1148.65 5.07 2.38 2.70 3.34 
A. shown in Table 5.8, the Etotal of OxF1.5 is around -1148 hm·trees. Its E 9ap' · arc 
nearly th same as those found for OxF 2 . Figure 5.15 displays its band structure. 
As previously observed its bands are r latively flat. For xample, the E width of the 
valence band is 0.33 eV and the conduction band is 0.35 eV for the B3LYP functional. 
5.5 Conclusions 
OxF11 polymer layers are used to improve the el tron transport of PLEDs by b ttcr 
matching their EA energy levels to the cathode one. Experimentally OxF 2 redu s 
th energy barrier with the athode more than OxF3 . In gen ral DFT calculation 
hav been able to predict that trend. However the magnitudes of the EAs as obtain d 
by th DFT alculations are off by 0.5-0. eV. The magnitudes of IPs show better 
agreement with experimental values (differences are of the order of 0.4-0.7 eV). Both 
03LYP and B3LYP give the best agreement with experimental data for E9ap' s . s 
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Figure 5.15: The DFT/B3LYP 1D band structure of OxF1.5 with 6-31G* basis set 
and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy bands 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
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shown in Figure 5.16, the experimental Egap value lies between the B3LYP and 03LYP 
results. The Egap's of OxFn (n=1,2) obey the same order in energy, that is, from 
smallest to largest Egap the order is: PBEPBE < OB95 < TPSSTPSS < 03LYP < 
B3LYP < PBE1PBE. This order for OxF3 is as follows: PBEPBE < PBE1PBE < 
TPSSTPSS = OB95 < 03LYP < B3LYP. For OxF1.5, the E9ap's are in the order of: 
OB95 < PBEPBE < TPSSTPSS < B3LYP < 03LYP < PBE1PBE. 
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Figure 5.16: Egap's, IPs and EAs of OxF n with B(0)3LYP /6-31G* and 32 k-points. 
OxF2-B stands for OxF2 with B3LYP /6-31G* method and for and OxF2-0 stands 
for OxF2 with 03LYP/6-31G* method, the same for OxF3. 
Chapter 6 
The Electronic Band Structures of 
TPAFn 
In thi.' Chapter , w focus on inve t igating the electronic band tru turc properties 
of alternating t riphenylamine-fluorene copolym rs TPAFn (with n = 1 - 3) with the 
use of 1D solid state DFT calculations. As previously discussed in Chapter 5, w 
compar the computational resul ts with the experimental observations as given in 
reference [1]. We also p rform calculation for TPAF4 . However, becau e of its large 
size, the DFT calculation was performed on the finite oligomer instead of the infinite 
1D TPAF4 chain. TPAF" is typically us d to improve the hole t ran por t in PLED. 
This i b cause it has be n found experim ntally that its IP value matches the IP 
of ITO (the anode) better than other organic conjugat d polymers. Experimentally 
C6H120H and C8H17 chains have been used as side chains (R' and R r -spectively in 
Figure 6. 1) on fluorene units in TPAF,,. T he hydroxyl end group (-OH) reacts with a 
cross-linker (such as TBPA) to pr duce a cross-linked network that is very important 
for the formation of stable multilayer devices. In our calculations, similar to what 
wa · clone in Chapter 5 we replace (with one exception) the long chains with shorter 
73 
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Figure 6.1, the chemical structure (as used experimentally) of TPAF n is shown. The 
bond lengths for TPAFn (with n = 1 - 4) are given in the Appendix. 
TPAFl. PO 
TPAY3, .-1 
Figure 6.1: Chemistry structure of TPAFn unit cell . 
6.1 TPAF1 
Figure 6.2: Molecular structure of TPAF1 isomer 1 (one unit cell is displayed). 
Figure 6.2 shows the molecular structure of TPAF1 with CH3 side chains which is 
designated as isomer 1. In this figure (as in all molecular structures of TPAF n), the 
TBPA group is the one that includes three benzene rings attached to t he nitrogen 
atom (N). The molecular structure of TPAF1 with -OH group replacing one of the H 
in the methyl group is displayed in Figure 6.3. It is labeled as i omer 2. 
- ------------------------------
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Figure 6.3: Molecular structure ofTPAF1 isomer 2 with hydroxy end group (one unit 
cell is displayed). 
Table 6.1: Geometry parameters of TPAF1 isomers as obtained from 32 k-point 1D 
solid state DFT calculations. Tv's and BLA's (in A) , dipole moments (in debye) are 
listed. 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
TP AF 1 isomer 1 
B3LYP /6-31G* 17.33 -0.0159 0.00 ,-0.61 ,-0.40 
03LYP /6-31G* 17.21 -0.0153 0.00,-0.67,-0.39 
OB95/6-31G* 17.29 -0.0129 0.00 ,-0.81 ,-0.42 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 17.35 -0.0100 0.00,-0.66,-0.36 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 17.24 -0.0165 0.00,-0.65,-0.44 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* 17.33 -0.0130 0.01 ,-2.57,1.26 
TP AF 1 isomer 2 
B3LYP /6-31G* 17.33 -0.0158 0.02,-2.62,1.26 
03LYP /6-31G* 17.35 -0.0151 0.02,-2. 76,1.15 
OB95/6-31G* 17.30 -0.0129 0.02,-2.67 ,1.15 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 17.35 -0.0162 0.01 ,-2.52,1.23 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* 17.24 -0.0114 0.01 ,-2.66,1.23 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* 17.35 -0.0129 0.01 ,-2.57,1.26 
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Table 6.1: Geometry parameters of TPAF 1 isomers as obtained from 32 k-point 1D 
!::>Olid state DFT calculations. Tv's and BLA's (in A), dipole moments (in debye) are 
listed. 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
TP AF 1 isomer 1 
B3LYP /6-31G* 17.33 -0.0159 0.00,-0.61,-0.40 
03LYP /6-31G* 17.21 -0.0153 0.00,-0.67,-0.39 
OB95/6-31G* 17.29 -0.0129 0.00,-0. 1,-0.42 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* 17.35 -0.0100 0.00,-0.66,-0.36 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* 17.24 -0.0165 0.00,-0.65,-0.44 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* 17.33 -0.0130 0.01,-2.57,1.26 
TPAF 1 isomer 2 
B3LYP /6-31G* 17.33 -0.0158 0.02 ,-2.62,1.26 
03LYP /6-31G* 17.35 -0.0151 0.02,-2. 76,1.15 
OB95/6-31G* 17.30 -0.0129 0.02,-2.67,1.15 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 17.35 -0.0162 0.01 ,-2.52,1.23 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 17.24 -0.01 14 0.01 ,-2.66,1.23 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* 17.35 -0.0129 0.01 ,-2.57,1.26 
cells of the two isomers of TPAF arc nonplanar . 
Table 6.2 lists the energy results of TPAF1. The E total of TPAF 1 isomer 1 is around 
-1327 hart rees whi h i comparable OxF2 total energy. The Etotal of TPAF1 isomer 2 
is red uced by 150.0 hartrees because of the -OH end group is close to -1477 hartr es. 
TP AF 1 isomer 2 ha. a larger Egap than TPAF 1 is om r 1. The difference ranges 
between 0.03 to 0.09 eV. For example, B3LYP gives BLA of -0.0168 A for isom r 1 
and -0.0158 for i omer 2 and the Egap is 0.03 eV larger for isomer 2 than for isomer 
1. In general, the presence of the hydroxyl end groups increase Egap and decrea ·cs 
IP and EA by approximately 0.1 eV. T he max-gaps of TPAF 1 are almost the same 
value as E 9a11's which means that Ewidth 's ar very narrow. This i clearly illustrated 
in Figures 6. and 6.9 where the top bands for TPAF1 isomers arc plotted and ar 
shown to be very flat. 
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Figure 6.4: E9ap 's of TPAF 1 isomer 1 as a function of BLA 's as obtained from various 
DFT functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figur 6.5: E9ap's of TPAF1 isomer 1 as a function of Tv's as obtained from various 
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Figure 6.6: Egap's of TPAF1 isomer 2 as a function of BLA's as obtained from various 
DFT functiona.ls (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 6. 7: E gap's of TPAF1 isomer 2 as a function of Tv's as obtained from various 
D FT functionals (with 6-31 G * basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 6.8: The DFT/B3LYP 1D band structure of TPAF1 isomer 1 with 6-31G* 
basis set and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different 
energy bands corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
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Figure 6.9: The DFT/B3LYP lD band tructure of TPAF 1 i omer 2 with 6-31G* 
basis set and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have b en used for different 
energy bands carr ponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LU 0+4). 
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Table 6.2: Etotal , IP, EA, Egap and max-gap values of TPAF1 isomers as obtained 
from 32 k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. Etotal is in hart ree and all other 
energies are in e V. 
M ethod E total IP EA E gap m ax-gap 
TPAF1-isomer 1 
B3LYP /6-31G* -1327.36 4.77 1.28 3.49 3.84 
03LYP /6-31G* -1324.44 4.50 1.53 2.96 3.31 
OB95/6-31G* -1327.02 4.10 1.87 2.22 2.53 
PBEPBE/6-31G* -1325.67 4.15 1.97 2.18 2.50 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* -1325.81 5.00 1.20 3.80 4.16 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* -1327.61 4.12 1.84 2.28 2.61 
TPAF1-isomer 2 
B3LYP /6-31G* -1477.76 4.64 1.11 3.52 3.89 
03LYP / 6-31G* -1477.23 4.33 1.28 3.05 3.40 
OB95/6-31G* -1477.39 3.98 1.71 2.27 2.5 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -1475.93 4.03 1.81 2.22 2.54 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* -1476.06 4.87 1.03 3.84 4.22 
TPSSTPSS /6-31 G * -1478.02 4.01 1.68 2.33 2.65 
6.2 TPAF2 
Figure 6.10: Molecular structure of TPAF2 with side chain R (one unit cell is dis-
played) . 
Figure 6.10 shows the molecular structure of TPAF2 unit cell with side chains R and 
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R'. In this figure , the R and R ' side chains are of the sam length as the ones used 
experimentally as discu sed above. 
Table 6.3: Geometry parameters of TPAF2 as obtained from 32 k-point 1D solid stat 
DFT calculation . Tv's and BLA's (in A), dipole moments (in debye) are listed . 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
B3LYP / 6-31G* 25.36 -0.0165 0.00,2.87,-1.24 
03LYP / 6-31G* 25.3 -0.0154 0.00,2. 73,-1.36 
OB95/ 6-31G* 25.50 -0.0160 0.00,2.44,-1.37 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* 25.61 -0.0136 0.04,2.51,-1.59 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* 25.58 -0.0189 -0.04,2.92,-1.19 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* 25.60 -0.0150 0.02,2.65,-1.40 
In Table 6.3, the geometrical parameters of TPAF2 are given. The averag magnitude 
of BLA of TPAF2 is 0.0159 A, which is 0.0019 A larger than the average value for 
TPAF1 isomers. The optimized Tv is approximately 25.4 A. The variation of BLA 
and Tv with E gap for TPAF2 is displayed in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. A noted above, 
in general larger magnitude of BLA is associated with larger Egap there is no clear 
corr la tion between Tv and Egap· Table 6.3 also how · that the dipole moment has 
two significant components. The larger one points along the chain backbone and the 
small r one is associated with the pres nee of the hydroxyl groups. The magnitud s 
of the respective components are similar to those obtained for TPAF1 is mer 2. This 
again illustrates that the results of our calculations are r latively iusensitivc to the 
length of the side chains R and R '. 
Table 6.3 and Tabl 6.4 show the geometry and energy calculation results. Table 6.4 
shows that the average E total is -2055 hartrees. The experimental E gap of TPAF2 is 2. 9 
V. Both B3LYP and 03LYP give the best agreement with this experimental result. 
B3LYP over stimates it by 0.44 eV and 03LYP underestimates it by 0.1 eV. Oth 'r 
functionals give larger deviations (except for PBE1PBE all unclerestimat E gap ). All 
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Table 6.4: E 1.otal , IP, EA, E 9ap and max-gap values of TPAF2 as obtained from 32 
k-point 1D solid t ate DFT calculations. Etotal is in hartree and all other energies are 
in eV. 
Method Etotal IP EA E gap max-gap 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -2056.63 4.82 1.49 3.33 3.44 
03LYP / 6-31G* -2052.19 4.53 1.74 2.79 2.92 
OB95/ 6-31G* -2056.10 4.12 2.08 2.05 2.17 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -2054.05 4.16 2.15 2.01 2.15 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* -2054.26 5.05 1.42 3.63 3.75 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -2057.00 4.14 2.04 2.10 2.24 
Expt [1] 5.16 2.27 2.89 
DFT approximations also underestimate both the IP and EA when compared with th 
experimental results of 5.16 eV and 2.27 eV respectively. For example, for B3LYP, IP 
is underestimated by 0.34 V and EA by 0.7 eV in comparison to the experim ntal 
values. Iu general the devia tions for EA are larger than t hose for IP. In Figure 6.13, 
the band structure of top levels of TPAF2 for B3LYP approximation i displayed . 
Once again all band · are very fla t. This can also be dedu eel from th difference 
between max-gap and E 9ap which gives an indication about the E widt.h 's (which must 
be of the order of 0.05 eV) . 
6.3 TPAF3 
The molecular structure of TPAF3 is shown in Figure 6.14. In Table 6.5, the average 
T v of TPAF3 is 32. 5 A , comparable with OxF3 cas . The average magnitud of 
BLA for TPAF3 is 0.0184 A. The magnitude of BLA u. ing 03LYP is 0.0185 A and 
0.0210 A using B3LYP. For TPAF3 calculation , BLAis still propor tional to E9ap as 
seen in Figure 2.15. Tv does not correlate with Egap ( ee Figure 2.16). T he large t 
component of dipole moment is along the chain backbone and is of the order of 3 D. 
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Figure 6.11: E9a.,'s of TPAF2 as a function of BLA's as obtained from various DFT 
functional · (with 6-31G* basi · set and 32 k points) . 
Table 6.5: Geometry parameters of TPAF3 as obtained from 32 k-point lD solid state 
DFT calculations. Tv's and BLA's (in A), dipole moments (in debye) are listed. 
Method Tv BLA Dipole 
B3LYP / 6-31G* 32.86 -0.0210 0.00,0.07,-3.04 
03LYP /6-31G* 32.67 -0.0185 0.00,0.15,-3.01 
OB95/6-31G* 32.83 -0.0174 0.00,0.17,-2.95 
PBEPBE/6-31G* 32.94 -0.0158 0.00,0.09,-3.11 
PBE1PBE/6-31G* 32.95 -0.0211 0.00,-0.34,-3.02 
TPSSTPSS/6-31G* 32.92 -0.0171 0.01 '1.32,-2.84 
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Figure 6.12: Egap 's of TPAF 2 as a. function of Tv's a.s obtained from various D FT 
functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points) . 
Table 6.6: Etotal, IP, EA, Egap and ma..'C-gap values of TPAF3 as obtained from 32 
k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. E total is in ha.rtree and all other energies are 
in cV. 
Method Etotal IP EA E gap max-gap 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -2635.49 4.82 1.54 3.28 3.36 
03LYP / 6-31G* -2629.76 4.56 1.79 2.77 2.86 
OB95/ 6-31G* -2634.81 4.17 2.11 2.06 2.14 
PBEPBE/ 6-31G* -2632.16 4.22 2.21 2.01 2.09 
PBE1PBE/ 6-31G* -2632.44 5.05 1.48 3.58 3.67 
TPSSTPSS/ 6-31G* -2635.97 4.19 2.09 2.10 2.18 
Expt [1] 5.21 2.32 2.89 
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Figure 6.13: The DFT /B3LYP 1D band structure of TPAF2 with 6-31G* basis set 
and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy bands 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4). 
i 
Figure 6.14: Molecular structure of TPAF 3 (one unit cell i di played). 
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vVe follow th same discussion as with TPAF2 . Table 6.6 lists the energy results 
of TPAF3. The average Etot.al of TPAF3 i -2633 hartrees. The experimental E 9 ap 
of TPAF3 is 2. 9 eV. Both B3LYP and 03LYP giv the best agreement with this 
experimental result. B3LYP overestimates it by 0.39 eV and 03LYP underestimates 
it by 0.12 eV. Other functionals give larg r deviations (ex ept for PBE1PBE all 
underestimate E9ap) · All DFT approximations also underestimate both the IP and 
EA when compared with the xperimental r suits of 5.21 and 2.32 eV respectively. 
For example, for B3LYP, IP is underestimated by 0.39 eV and EA by 0.78 eV in 
comparison to the experimental values. And again , in general th deviations for EA 
are larger than those for IP. In Figure 6.17, the band structure of top levels of TPAF 3 
for B3LYP approximation is displayed. Once again all bands are very flat . Thi · 
can also be deduced from the difference between max-gap and E9ap which gives an 
indication about the E widt.h's (which must b less than 0.05 eV). 
6.4 TPAF 4 Finite Molecule Calculations 
Because of limited computational resource, TPAF4 band stru ture is investigated 
using finite oligomer method. Thi is similar to our attempt for trans-PA oligomers. 
The molecular structure of TPAF4 monomer i eli played in Figure 6.18. 
Table 6.7: Energies ofTPAF4 oligomers at 03LYP/ 6-31G* 1 vel. E total is in hartr e, 
others are in e V. 
No. of monomer Etotal IP EA E gap 
1 -3208.52 4.61 1.72 2.89 
2(b) -6429.91 4.81 1.51 3.30 
Energy result for TPAF4 's Egap's are given in Table 6.7. IP band increases with the 
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F igm c 6.15: Egap's of TPAF3 as a function of BLA's as obtain d from various DFT 
fun tionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 6.16: Egap's of TPAF3 as a function of Tv's as obtained from various DFT 
functionals (with 6-31G* basis set and 32 k points). 
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Figure 6.17: The DFT/B3LYP 1D band structure of TPAF3 with 6-31G* basis set 
and 32 k points. For clarity, different colors have been used for different energy bands 
corresponding to the top 10 bands (HOC0-4 to LUC0+4) . 
F igure 6.18: Molecular structure of TPAF4 monomer. 
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oligomeric size while EA band decreases. TPAF4 with one monomer produces Egap 
2.89 eV and it is close to that obtained for TPAF3 . 
6.5 Conclusions 
Experimental resul ts show that two alternating triphenylaminc-fluorene copolymers 
(TPAF.11 , n=2,3) bearing hydroxyl groups on the side chain , and a ro s-linker TBPA 
form twisted onjugated chains which in general agree with the corresponding compu-
tational results. All Egap's of TPAF, are of the same order of energy. From mallest 
to largest E gap with various DFT functional is: PBEPBE < OB95 < TPSSTPSS < 
03LYP < B3LYP < PBElPBE. The -xperimental E gap value always stay betweell 
the B3LYP result and 03LYP resul t. And PBElPBE, as mentioned before, give 
the largest E gap among six functionals. The B3LYP and 03LYP energy results are 
summarized and compared with cx1 erimental values in Figure 6. 19. 
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Chapter 7 
Summaries and Conclusions 
Chapter 7 lists the major conclu ions of this thesis. But first, because both B3LYP 
and 03LYP, on th whole, give the most a curate values for band gaps an I reasonabl 
values for IPs and EA (as indicated above in chapters 5 and 6), they will be discus eel 
in greater d tail below before th main conclusions are stat d. 
7.1 B3LYP Calculations 
T he geometry param eters and energie as obtained from B3LYP computation ar 
summariz d in Table 7.1. The magnitudes of BLA' of PA i om rs are larger than 
the OxF, and TPAF11 value . For all y tern, the magnitud s of BLA's increase with 
th size of the uni t cell. For exampl , th addition of fluorene group hange BLA 
from -0.00 A to -0.01 A from OxF 1 to OxF3 . The negative sign of BLA's of 
fluorene-based polymers indicates the aromatic structure in fluorene-bas d unit cells. 
In ontrast to the magnitudes of BLA's, Egap's of PA isomer are smaller than Egap' 
of fluorene-bm;ed polymers. 
B3LYP unci restimates the Egap in compa rison to the experim nta l value by 0.6 cV 
95 
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Tabl 7.1: Etotal, IP, EA, E gap, max-gap and BLA value · of PA and fluorene-based 
polymers at B3LYP /6-31G* level. E total i in hartree , BLA is in Aand all other 
energies are in eV. Aromatic ci -PA and TPAF1 isomer 1 are li ted. The experimental 
valu s arc available shown in the brackets. 
Molecular E total IP EA E gap max-gap BLA 
trans-PA -77.41 4.12 2.88 1.24 (1.80) 12.03 0.050 
is-PA -154.81 4.49 2.63 1. 6 9.42 0.070 
meta-PA -309.62 4.31 2.78 1.53 5.66 0.070 
OxFt -918.40 5.50 2.30 3.20 4.95 -0.008 
OxF2 -1575.88 5.31 (5.73) 2.02 (2. 79) 3.2 (2.94) 4.03 -0.016 
OxF3 -2056.10 5.29 (5.61) 1.7 (2.58) 3.51 (3.03) 3.80 -0.018 
TPAFt -1327.36 4.77 1.28 3.49 3.84 -0.017 
TPAF2 -2056.63 4.82 (5 .16) 1.49 (2.27) 3.33 (2.89) 3.44 -0.017 
TPAF3 -2635.49 4.82 (5.21) 1.54 (2.32) 3.28 (2 .89) 3.36 -0.021 
for tra.ns-PA and overestimates it by approximately 0.4 eV for OxF2, OxF3, TPAF2, 
and TPAF3. Compared to cis-PA and meta-PA, E9ap of trans-PA is smaller clue to 
its raised IP and lowered EA. The E w·idth 's of trans-PA and cis-PA are similar in 
magnitude (4-5 eV) whereas the E width of meta-PA is smaller (closer to 2 eV) due 
to its larger uni t cell. For the fluorene-based polymer , the band widths are quite 
flat (less than 0.7 eV). The IP is 5.50 eV for OxF1 , 5.31 cV for OxF2 and 5.29 V 
for OxF3 which should be compared with the experimental 5.73 V and 5.61 eV for 
OxF2 and OxF3 re ·pcctively. The IP differences are of the order of 0.4 eV. EA is 
2.30 eV for OxF1 , 2.02 eV for OxF2 and 1.7 eV for OxF3 which should be compar d 
with th experimental 2.79 eV and 2.58 eV for OxF2 and OxF3 respectively. The EA 
diffcrenc s are of the order of 0. c V which are larger than those for the IP by a factor 
of two or so. The IP is 4.77 eV for TPAF1 , 4. 2 eV for TPAF2 and 4. 2 eV for TPAF3 
which hould be compared with the experimental 5.16 eVan I 5.21 eV for TPAF2 and 
TPAF3 re::;pcctively. Again, the IP differences are of the order of 0.4 eV. EA is 1.2 
eV for TPAFt , 1.49 eV for TPAF2 and1.54 eV for TPAF3 which should be compared 
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with th experimental 2.27 eV and 2.32 eV for TPAF2 an I TPAF3 respectively. As 
before , the EA difference are of the order of 0.8 eV which arc larger than those for 
the IP by a factor of two or so. 
7.2 03LYP Calculations 
The geometry parameters and energies as obtained from 03LYP computations are 
summarized in Table 7.2. As for B3LYP, th magnitudes of BLA's of PA isomers are 
larger than the OxFn and TPAF11 values . For all systems, the magnitudes of BLA' 
increase with the size of unit cell . For example, the addition of fluorene group changes 
BLA from -0.006 A to -0.017 A from OxF1 to OxF3 . Again , the negative sign of 
BLA's of fluorene-based polymers indicates the aromatic stru ture in fluorene-based 
unit cells and in contrast to the magnitudes of BLA's, Egap's of PA isomers are smaller 
than E gap 's of fluorene-based polymers. 
Table 7.2: Etotal , IP, EA, E gap, max-gap and BLA values of PA and fluorene-based 
polymers at 03LYP / 6-31G* level. Etotal is in hartre , BLA is in and all other 
energies are in eV. Aromatic cis-PA and TPAF1 isomer 1 are listed. The experimental 
values are available shown in th brackets. 
Molecu lar E totn.l IP EA E gap m ax-ga p BLA 
trans-PA -77.38 3.86 3.06 0.80 (1.80) 11.39 0.040 
cis-PA -154.75 4. 18 2. 7 1.31 .72 0.060 
meta-PA -309.51 4.00 3.00 1.01 5.09 0.060 
OxF1 -916.45 5.24 2.53 2.70 4.47 -0.006 
OxF2 -1572.46 5.06 (5.73) 2.26 (2.79) 2. 0 (2.94) 3.57 -0.014 
OxF3 -2228.44 5.04 (5 .61) 2.04 (2.58) 3.00 (3.03) 3.31 -0.017 
TPAFI -1324.44 4.50 1.53 2.96 3.31 -0.015 
TPAF2 -2052. 19 4.65 (5.16) 1.83 (2.27) 2.82 (2. 9) 2.94 -0.015 
TPAF3 -2629.76 4.56 (5.21) 1. 79 (2.32) 2.77 (2.89) 2.86 -0.019 
In all case , 03LYP underestimates the Egap s in comparison to the experimental 
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values by nearly 1 eV for trans-FA and approximately 0.1 eV for OxF2 , OxF3, TPAF2 , 
and TPAF 3. Again, the E width 's of trans-PA and cis-PA are similar in magnitude ( 4-5 
eV) whcrca the E width of meta-PAis smaller (closer to 2 eV) clue to its larger unit 
cell. As before, for the fluorene-based polymers, the band widths ar quite fiat (lcs 
than 0.7 eV). The IP is 5.24 eV for OxF1 , 5.06 eV for OxF2 and 5.04 for OxF3 whi h 
should be compared with the experim ntal 5.73 eV and 5.61 eV for OxF2 and OxF3 
respectively. For 03LYP, the IP cliff rences are of the order of 0.6 eV which ar 
somewhat larger than for B3LYP. EA is 2.53 V for OxF1, 2.26 eV for OxF2 ancl3.00 
eV for OxF3 which should be compared with the experimental 2.79 V and 2.5 eV for 
OxF2 and OxF3 respectively. The EA differences are of the order of 0.5 eV which are 
comparable to tho e for the IP and are smaller than those for B3LYP. The IP is 4.50 
eV for TPAF 1, 4.65 eV for TPAF2 and 4.56 eV for TPAF3 which ·hould be compar d 
with the experimental 5.16 eV and 5.21 eV for TPAF2 and TPAF3 respectively. Again , 
the IP differences are in the range 0.3-0.5 eV which is comparable to B31YP result. 
EA is 1.5 eV for TPAF1 , 1. 3 eV for TPAF2 and 1.79 eV for TPAF3 which should 
be compared with the experimental 2.27 eV and 2.32 eV for TPAF2 and TPAF3 
respectively. Hence, the EA differences arc of the order of 0.5 V which are similar 
to those for the IP and again are smaller than those for B3LYP. For the fluorene 
based polymers, it apJ ears that 03LYP gives better agreement with experimental 
values for both the band gaps and EAs (for IP the discrepancies are similar). This 
is clearly illustrated in Figure 7.1 where the magnitudes of the differ nces betw en 
the experimental and theoretical band gaps for B3LYP and 03LYP are displayed. 
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Figure 7.1: The magnitudes of band gap differences (between the experimental and 
theoretical values), I.6E9a 11 l's for OxF2, OxF3, TPAF2 and TPAF3 at B(0 )3LYP/ 6-
31G* levels and 32 k-points are displayed. 
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Table 7.3: Etotal , IP, EA, Egap and max-gap values of trans-PA and fluorene-based 
polymers as obtained from 12 and 32 k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. E total 
is in hartree and all other energies are in e V. 
M olecular Etotal IP EA Egap max-gap 
12 points 
trans-PA 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -77.41 4.31 2.69 1.62 12.03 
03LYP / 6-31G* -77.38 4.01 2.90 1.12 11.39 
OxF1 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -918.39 5.50 2.29 3.21 4.92 
03LYP / 6-31G* -916.45 5.24 2.53 2.70 4.43 
OxF2 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -1575.88 5.31 2.02 3.28 4.01 
03LYP / 6-31G* -1572.46 5.06 2.27 2.79 3.54 
OxF3 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -3000.13 4.88 1.46 3.42 3.55 
03LYP / 6-31G* -2228.44 5.04 2.04 3.00 3.31 
TPAF2 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -2999.75 4.75 1.45 3.30 3.52 
03LYP / 6-31G* -2055.88 4.50 1.65 2.85 2.97 
32 points 
trans-PA 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -77.41 4.12 2.88 1.24 12.03 
03LYP / 6-31G* -77.38 3.86 3.06 0.80 11.39 
OxF1 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -918.39 5.50 2.30 3.20 4.92 
03LYP / 6-31G* -916.45 5.24 2.53 2.70 4.47 
OxF2 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -1575.88 5.31 2.02 3.28 4.03 
03LYP / 6-31G* -1572.46 5.06 2.26 2.80 3.57 
OxF3 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -2233.34 5.29 1.78 3.51 3.80 
03LYP / 6-31G* -2228.44 5.04 2.04 3.00 3.31 
TPAF2 
B3LYP / 6-31G* -2056.63 4.94 1.57 3.37 3.48 
03LYP / 6-31G* -2052.19 4.53 1.74 2.79 2.92 
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Figure 7.2: T he magnitudes of band gap differences (between the experimental and 
theoretical values), I.6.E9apl 's for trans-PA, OxF2 , OxF3 and TPAF2 at B3LYP / 6-
31G* level with 12 and 32 k-points . 
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Figure 7.3: The magnitudes of band gap differences (between the experimental and 
theoretical values), I6.E9ap l's for trans-PA, OxF2, OxF3 and TPAF2 at 0 3LYP / 6-
31G* level with 12 and 32 k-points. 
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7.3 k-points Effect 
Table 7.3 gives the actual values for IPs, EAs E gap's and max-gaps for 12 and 32 k 
points 1D solid state B3LYP and 03LYP calculations. Figures 7.2 and Figure 7.3 
show the I.6.E9apl's for trans-PA, OxF2 , OxF3 and TPAF2 also for 12 an I 32 k points 
1D solid state calculations respectively. The differences for I.6.E9ap l's between 12 and 
32 k points are only significant for PA, for the fluorene-based polymers the deviations 
from the experimental band gaps are nearly the same for both t he 12 and 32 k points. 
This is due to the fact that fluorene-based polymers have much larger unit cells. 
7.4 -H vs -OH End Group Effect 
In TPAF 1 isomers' cal ulation. , it. was shown that the inclusion of -OH group on the 
one of fluorene side chains makes th compound more polar and introduces signifi-
cant dipole moment component not only along the chain backbon but also in th 
transverse direction in the plane of the molecule. 
7. 5 Conclusions 
'vVe summarize the energy and the geometry structure resul t as obtained from th 
1D DFT calculations for all compounds studied in this thesis. For all compound 
stu lie 1, the magnitudes of BLA's correlate well with the ize of the band gaps, that 
is, the bigger the magni tude of BLA, the larger the E gap· For Tv's , there does not 
seem to 1 e a significant correlation between their magnitudes and the size of the 
E9"P's. All fluorene-based polymers are nonplanar. In all compounds, the large t 
dipole moment component is along Tv direction. For th fluorene-ba d polymers, 
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the inter-ring bonds are mostly C-C single bonds which means that their unit cells 
have aromatic structures. Oxa.diazole group in OxFn (n = 1- 3) lowers EA band thus 
increases the electron- transport ing efficiency of PLED. The energy levels of TPAFn 
(n = 1 - 3) contribute in two ways in increasing the performance of PLED: first, 
their IPs are raised (rela tive to other conj uga.ted polymers) and hence incr ase their 
hole-transport properties, and second , their EAs are also raised and enhance their 
electron blocking property. The combined effect of the inclusions of these two materi-
a ls is a. more efficient PLED. DFT computations performed in this thesis reproduced 
well the trends as observe I in E gap 's, EAs and IPs for the fluorene-based polymers. 
In the best cases involving B3LYP and 03LYP DFT approximations, the E9ap's are 
reproduced to within less than 0.5 e V in most cases. It should be pointed out that 
the experimental results are for 3D bulk systems, wher as computa tions are for 1D 
polymers. It is known that (just as in the case of trans-PA) the 3D E9a11 's would 
need to be increased by approximately 0.2 eV to obtain the corresponding 1D E gap's . 
This would give even bet ter agreement between theory and experiment for the band 
structures for the fluorene-based polymers. For EAs and IPS , the disagreement be-
tween the theory and experiment is in the range of 0.3-0.8 eV. All E 9ap's are direct. 
For all fluorene-based polymers, clue to their la rge unit cells, their E width's arc narrow 
and the band structures have the appearance of molecular energy levels rather than 
broad energy bands. In general , DFT gives reasonably good results for the electronic 
band structures for the fluorene-based polymers. 03LYP appears to give the best 
agreement with experimental values. 
Chapter 8 
Appendix-Bond lengths of OxF n 
and TPAFn 
Tab! A-1: CC and CN, NN bond lengths of OxF1 unit cell as obtained from 32 
k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 0 3LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE TPSST PSS 
1 1.4100 1.4034 1.4101 1.4177 1.4047 1.4166 
2 1.3810 1.3759 1.3826 1.3871 1.3786 1.3863 
3 1.4174 1.4110 1.4172 1.4257 1.4125 1.4241 
4 1.4701 1.4582 1.4609 1.4684 1.4651 1.4694 
5 1.4113 1.4051 1.4107 1.4196 1.4065 1.4180 
6 1.3786 1.3733 1.3805 1.3 44 1.3760 1.3839 
7 1.4091 1.4025 1.4090 1.4167 1.4040 1.4156 
8 1.4571 1.4464 1.4519 1.4551 1.4529 1.4557 
9 1.4584 1.4474 1.4520 1.4552 1.4548 1.4557 
8 1.4571 1.4464 1.4519 1.4551 1.4529 1.4557 
BLA -0.0075 -0.0062 -0.0058 -0.0030 -0.0086 -0.0042 
C-N,N-N ,C-N 
10 1.3050 1.3036 1.3142 1.3196 1.3011 1.3164 
11 1.3719 1.3535 1.3560 1.3724 1.3598 1.3785 
12 1.3052 1.3535 1.3144 1.3198 1.3013 1.3166 
105 
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Ta.ble A-2: CC a.nd CN, NN bond lengths of OxF1 unit cell as obtained from 12 
k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 03LYP OB95 
1 1.4099 1.4034 1.4101 
2 1.3811 1.3759 1.3827 
3 1.4173 1.4110 1.4172 
4 1.4700 1.4582 1.4609 
5 1.4113 1.4051 1.4107 
6 1.3786 1.3733 1.3806 
7 1.4091 1.4025 1.4090 
8 1.4572 1.4464 1.4519 
9 1.4588 1.4474 1.4520 
8 1.4572 1.4464 1.4519 
BLA -0.0075 -0.0062 -0.0058 
C-N,N-N,C-N 
10 1.3050 1.3036 1.3142 
11 1.3720 1.3535 1.3561 
12 1.3051 1.3037 1.3144 
R R 
9 
n 
OxF1 
Figure A-1: Chemica.! structure of OxF1 unit cell. 
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Table A-3: CC and C , NN bond lengths of OxF2 unit cell as obtained from 32 
k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond 1 ngths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 03LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE TPSSTPSS 
1 1.4095 1.4029 1.4099 1.4170 1.4043 1.4161 
2 1.3854 1.3799 1.3894 1.3911 1.3 25 1.3 45 
3 1.4098 1.4036 1.4157 1.41 1 1.4052 1.41 0 
4 1.4606 1.4497 1.4537 1.4598 1.4563 1.4697 
5 1.4124 1.4065 1.4069 1.420 1.4079 1.4206 
6 1.3913 1.3857 1.3 94 1.3970 1.3882 1.3912 
7 1.4115 1.4048 1.4099 1.4187 1.4063 1.4158 
8 1.4 44 1.4732 1.478 1.4833 1.4785 1.4 71 
9 1.4106 1.4039 1.4113 1.4180 1.4056 1.4170 
10 1.38 3 1.3825 1.3925 1.3937 1.3 53 1.3923 
11 1.4066 1.4007 1.4127 1.4150 1.4021 1.4007 
12 1.4604 1.4497 1.4529 1.4596 1.4561 1.4555 
13 1.4156 1.4094 1.4092 1.4240 1.4110 1.4019 
14 1.3885 1.3829 1.3 71 1.3944 1.3 57 1.3 94 
15 1.4100 1.4036 1.4096 1.4178 1.404 1.4153 
16 1.4570 1.4461 1.4513 1.4539 1.4531 1.4582 
17 1.4566 1.4458 1.4506 1.4498 1.4600 1.4559 
16 1.4570 1.4461 1.4513 1.4539 1.4531 1.4582 
BLA -0.0162 -0.0143 -0.0138 -0.0104 -0.0173 -0.0153 
C-N ,N-N,C-N 
17 1.3034 1.3021 1.3130 1.3180 1.2997 1.3157 
1 1.3 78 1.3672 1.3699 1.3876 1.3736 1.3829 
19 1.3035 1.3022 1.3130 1.3181 1.2998 1.3152 
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R R 
OxF2 R R 
Figure A-2: Chemical structure of OxF2 unit cell. 
Figure A-3: Chemical structure of OxF3 unit cell . 
OxF1.5 
Figure A-4: Chemical structure of OxF 1.s unit cell. 
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Table A-4: CC and CN, NN bond lengths of OxF3 unit cell as obtained from 32 
k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 03LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE TPSSTPSS 
1 1.4093 1.4030 1.4095 1.4168 1.4096 1.4157 
2 1.3934 1.3 77 1.3941 1.3996 1.3941 1.3988 
3 1.4131 1.4070 1.4130 1.4213 1.4130 1.4195 
4 1.4583 1.4475 1.4512 1.4574 1.4512 1.4582 
5 1.4063 1.4004 1.4065 1.4147 1.4065 1.4131 
6 1.3921 1.3862 1.3930 1.3978 1.3930 1.3973 
7 1.4100 1.4035 1.4097 1.4173 1.4097 1.4162 
8 1.4855 1.4743 1.4805 1.4843 1.4804 1.4858 
9 1.4100 1.4034 1.4095 1.4170 1.4095 1.4160 
10 1.3875 1.3819 1.3892 1.3931 1.3893 1.3924 
11 1.4139 1.4077 1.4138 1.4221 1.4138 1.4207 
12 1.4688 1.4577 1.4607 1.4686 1.4604 1.4696 
13 1.4078 1.4017 1.4075 1.4161 1.4075 1.4143 
14 1.3842 1.3786 1.3861 1.3896 1.3863 1.3 91 
15 1.4089 1.4022 1.4081 1.4159 1.4082 1.4148 
16 1.4856 1.4743 1.4803 1.4841 1.4799 1.4857 
17 1.4107 1.4042 1.4104 1.4181 1.4107 1.4169 
18 1.3954 1.3894 1.3959 1.4012 1.3955 1.4003 
19 1.4119 1.4059 1.4125 1.4204 1.4124 1.4187 
20 1.4583 1.4476 1.4512 1.4575 1.4515 1.4587 
21 1.4074 1.4015 1.4074 1.4157 1.4075 1.4142 
22 1.3906 1.3847 1.3914 1.3963 1.3913 1.3956 
23 1.4088 1.4025 1.4092 1.4164 1.4089 1.4151 
24 1.4592 1.4486 1.4549 1.4574 1.4547 1.45 4 
25 1.4612 1.4499 1.4553 1.4579 1.4550 1.4582 
24 1.4592 1.4486 1.4549 1.4574 1.4547 1.4584 
BLA -0.0184 -0.0165 -0.0162 -0.0134 -0.0162 -0.0150 
C-N N-N C-N 
' ' 26 1.3026 1.3162 1.3162 1.3172 1.3118 1.3139 
27 1.3840 1.4426 1.4426 1.3 30 1.3665 1.3894 
28 1.3023 1.3027 1.3027 1.3170 1.3116 1.3140 
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Table A-5: CC and CN, NN bond lengths of OxF1.5 uni t cell as obtained from 32 
k-poin t 1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 0 3LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE T PSSTPSS 
1 1.4568 1.4517 1.4518 1.4683 1.4685 1.4692 
2 1.4065 1.4093 1.4098 1.4160 1.4159 1.4149 
3 1.3876 1.3835 1.3837 1.3991 1.3991 1.39 6 
4 1.3996 1.4095 1.4095 1.4152 1.4152 1.4136 
5 1.4421 1.4578 1.4572 1.4569 1.4569 1.4576 
6 1.4025 1.4143 1.4139 1.4185 1.4185 1.4167 
7 1.3900 1.3893 1.3894 1.4049 1.4049 1.4042 
8 1.4068 1.4105 1.4106 1.4158 1.4159 1.4149 
9 1.4754 1.4782 1.4782 1.4905 1.4904 1.4925 
10 1.3977 1.4095 1.4079 1.4100 1.4100 1.4090 
11 1.4038 1.3843 1.3933 1.4048 1.4048 1.4041 
10 1.4259 1.4071 1.4049 1.4100 1.4100 1.4089 
BLA 0.0257 0.0184 0.0205 0.0269 0.0269 0.0285 
C-N,N-N ,C-N 
12 1.3128 1.2956 1.3129 1.3153 1.3152 1.3121 
13 1.3626 1.3666 1.3625 1.3809 1.3810 1.3870 
14 1.3137 1.2956 1.3136 1.3168 1.3168 1.3137 
R R 
n 
T PAF 1-isomer1 
R=n-C8H17 
Figure A-5: Chemical struct ure of TPAF 1 isomer 1 unit cell. 
---- ---- ------------
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Table A-6: CC and CN bond lengths of TPAF1 isomer 1 unit cell as obtained from 
32 k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 0 3LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE TPSSTPSS 
1 1.4015 1.4025 1.4030 1.4088 1.3976 1.4075 
2 1.3930 1.3897 1.3893 1.3955 1.3864 1.3947 
3 1.4052 1.4059 1.4066 1.4130 1.4014 1.411 
4 1.4854 1.4855 1.4805 1.4844 1.4796 1.4861 
5 1.4093 1.4092 1.40 8 1.4162 1.4043 1.4151 
6 1.3878 1.3891 1.3892 1.3935 1.3847 1.3931 
7 1.4098 1.4095 1.4097 1.4180 1.4052 1.4162 
8 1.4636 1.4625 1.4580 1.4650 1.4611 1.4661 
9 1.4094 1.4090 1.4092 1.4175 1.4048 1.4160 
10 1.3871 1.3882 1.3884 1.3927 1.3839 1.3923 
11 1.410 1.4111 1.4106 1.4179 1.4057 1.4168 
12 1.4848 1.4828 1.4774 1.4818 1.4792 1.4834 
13 1.4053 1.4064 1.4068 1.4145 1.4008 1.4120 
14 1.3921 1.3924 1.3913 1.3934 1.3894 1.3973 
15 1.4055 1.4067 1.4077 1.4137 1.4015 1.4110 
14 1.3931 1.3924 1.3913 1.3934 1.3894 1.3973 
BLA -0.0159 -0.0153 -0.0129 -0.0100 -0.0165 -0.0130 
C-N 
16 1.4125 1.4095 1.4046 1.4131 1.4033 1.4175 
17 1.4261 1.4246 1.4187 1.4256 1.4162 1.4293 
18 1.4287 1.4248 1.4219 1.4301 1.4199 1.4321 
R' 
TPAF1-isomer2 
Figure A-6: Chemical structure of TPAF1 isomer 2 unit cell. 
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Table A-7: CC and C bond lengths of TPAF 1 isomer 2 unit cell as obtained from 
32 k-point 1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 03LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE TPSSTPSS 
1 1.4028 1.4014 1.4028 1.4087 1.3975 1.4071 
2 1.3945 1.3947 1.3894 1.3956 1.3864 1.3949 
3 1.4059 1.4053 1.4067 1.4131 1.4015 1.4120 
4 1.4853 1.4852 1.4804 1.4842 1.4793 1.4860 
5 1.4093 1.4094 1.4088 1.4162 1.4044 1.4151 
6 1.3871 1.3857 1.3873 1.3915 1.3825 1.3908 
7 1.4075 1.4077 1.4076 1.4158 1.4032 1.4141 
8 1.4626 1.4657 1.4581 1.4652 1.4613 1.4663 
9 1.4069 1.4072 1.4071 1.4152 1.4027 1.4135 
10 1.3861 1.3849 1.3864 1.3906 1.3816 1.3899 
11 1.4111 1.4108 1.4106 1.4178 1.4059 1.4167 
12 1.4827 1.4848 1.4772 1.4818 1.4773 1.4831 
13 1.4064 1.4072 1.4068 1.4131 1.4010 1.4120 
14 1.3925 1.3877 1.3915 1.3978 1.3894 1.3973 
15 1.4068 1.4063 1.4078 1.4130 1.4015 1.4114 
14 1.3925 1.3877 1.3915 1.3978 1.3894 1.3973 
BLA -0.0158 -0.0151 -0.0129 -0.0114 -0.0162 -0.0129 
C-N 
16 1.4130 1.4095 1.4047 1.4136 1.4037 1.4162 
17 1.4251 1.4235 1.4180 1.4248 1.4152 1.4279 
18 1.4295 1.4260 1.4230 1.4309 1.4207 1.4347 
R 
n 
TPAF2 
Figure A-7: Ch mical structure of TPAF2 unit cell. 
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Table A-8: CC and CN bond lengths of TPAF 2 unit cell as obtained from 32 k-point 
1D solid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 03LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE TPSSTPSS 
1 1.3941 1.3940 1.4026 1.4088 1.3957 1.4072 
2 1.3824 1.3825 1.3876 1.3926 1.3853 1.3920 
3 1.4022 1.4022 1.4096 1.4160 1.4039 1.4150 
4 1.4744 1.4745 1.4790 1.4836 1.4797 1.4851 
5 1.4056 1.4055 1.4120 1.4197 1.4072 1.4186 
6 1.3840 1.3840 1.3917 1.3960 1.3867 1.3956 
7 1.3889 1.4021 1.3964 1.4012 1.3907 1.4007 
8 1.4492 1.4493 1.4612 1.4587 1.4556 1.4597 
9 1.4026 1.4025 1.4085 1.4168 1.4042 1.4152 
10 1.3852 1.3851 1.3925 1.3972 1.3879 1.3968 
11 1.4037 1.4037 1.4103 1.4176 1.4053 1.4166 
12 1.4737 1.4736 1.4795 1.4839 1.4790 1.4854 
13 1.4029 1.4029 1.4095 1.4168 1.4049 1.4158 
14 1.3790 1.3790 1.3861 1.3899 1.3812 1.3893 
15 1.3927 1.3926 1.4006 1.4056 1.3944 1.4050 
16 1.4584 1.4584 1.4612 1.4693 1.464 1.4704 
17 1.4067 1.4067 1.4119 1.4201 1.4072 1.4184 
18 1.3814 1.3814 1.3860 1.3899 1.3817 1.3892 
19 1.4013 1.4012 1.4088 1.4154 1.4035 1.4143 
20 1.4721 1.4721 1.4773 1.4836 1.4797 1.4851 
21 1.3980 1.3980 1.4056 1.4123 1.3991 1.4110 
22 1.3796 1.3796 1.3863 1.3917 1.3825 1.3909 
23 1.4027 1.4028 1.4077 1.4141 1.4038 1.4125 
22 1.3796 1.3796 1.3863 1.3917 1.3825 1.3909 
BLA -0.0165 -0.0154 -0.0160 -0.0136 -0.0189 -0.0150 
C-N 
24 1.3962 1.3965 1.4072 1.4141 1.4034 1.4170 
25 1.4156 1.4155 1.4173 1.4272 1.4179 1.4304 
26 1.4208 1.4204 1.4218 1.4275 1.4238 1.4317 
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Table A-9: CC and CI bond lengths of TPAF3 unit cell as obtained from 32 k-point 
1D olid state DFT calculations. All bond lengths are in A. 
No. of CC B3LYP 03LYP OB95 PBEPBE PBE1PBE TPSSTPSS 
1 1.4028 1.3972 1.4040 1.4106 1.3991 1.4087 
2 1.3881 1.3816 1.3875 1.3928 1.3844 1.3924 
3 1.4075 1.4018 1.4089 1.4154 1.4031 1.4145 
4 1.4833 1.4721 1.4775 1.4818 1.4772 1.4833 
5 1.4115 1.4050 1.4112 1.4188 1.4064 1.4179 
6 1.3891 1.3831 1.3903 1.3945 1.3860 1.3938 
7 1.3949 1.3897 1.3974 1.4023 1.3915 1.4020 
8 1.4651 1.4508 1.4543 1.4608 1.4570 1.4622 
9 1.4090 1.4029 1.4089 1.4173 1.4046 1.4158 
10 1.3896 1.3837 1.3909 1.3951 1.3864 1.3946 
11 1.4102 1.4034 1.4097 1.4173 1.4051 1.4160 
12 1.4842 1.4732 1.4796 1.4828 1.4783 1.4844 
13 1.4103 1.4035 1.4093 1.4175 1.4054 1.4162 
14 1.3866 1.3811 1.3891 1.3932 1.3834 1.3919 
15 1.3964 1.3912 1.3989 1.4046 1.3930 1.4033 
16 1.4667 1.4557 1.4585 1.4669 1.4621 1.4672 
17 1.4123 1.4061 1.4121 1.4183 1.4078 1.4189 
18 1.3900 1.3844 1.3915 1.3925 1.3 69 1.3954 
19 1.4068 1.4012 1.4085 1.4150 1.4027 1.4135 
20 1.4844 1.4732 1.4794 1.4834 1.4785 1.4846 
21 1.4099 1.4032 1.4097 1.4166 1.4048 1.4158 
22 1.3876 1.3819 1.3890 1.3933 1.3844 1.3927 
23 1.3966 1.3914 1.3994 1.4042 1.3932 1.4036 
24 1.4651 1.4541 1.4574 1.4647 1.4607 1.4654 
25 1.4093 1.4032 1.4092 1.4175 1.4048 1.4160 
26 1.3870 1.3812 1.3881 1.3925 1.3839 1.3922 
27 1.4091 1.4035 1.4107 1.4166 1.4048 1.4158 
28 1.4833 1.4725 1.4769 1.4817 1.4791 1.4829 
29 1.4056 1.3999 1.4072 1.4135 1.4011 1.4126 
30 1.3922 1.3853 1.3906 1.3972 1.3887 1.3963 
31 1.4055 1.4001 1.4077 1.4127 1.4013 1.4112 
30 1.3922 1.3853 1.3906 1.3972 1.3887 1.3963 
BLA -0.0211 -0.0185 -0.0174 -0.0158 -0.0211 -0.0171 
C-N 
32 1.4142 1.4012 1.4057 1.4169 1.4062 1.4183 
33 1.4230 1.4104 1.4177 1.4224 1.4131 1.4266 
34 1.4265 1.4131 1.4191 1.4266 1.4169 1.4296 
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R R R R 
'R R' 
R = n-CaH11 
R' = n-~H120H TPAF3 
Figure A-8: Chemical structure of TPAF 3 unit cell. 
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